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Blown-up intersection cohomology
David Chataur, Martintxo Saralegi-Aranguren, and Daniel Tanre´
Abstract. In previous works, we have introduced the blown-up intersection
cohomology and used it to extend Sullivan’s minimal models theory to the
framework of pseudomanifolds, and to give a positive answer to a conjecture
of M. Goresky and W. Pardon on Steenrod squares in intersection homology.
In this paper, we establish the main properties of this cohomology. One
of its major feature is the existence of cap and cup products for any filtered
space and any commutative ring of coefficients, at the cochain level. More-
over, we show that each stratified map induces an homomorphism between the
blown-up intersection cohomologies, compatible with the cup and cap prod-
ucts. We prove also its topological invariance in the case of a pseudomanifold
with no codimension one strata. Finally, we compare it with the intersection
cohomology studied by G. Friedman and J.E. McClure.
A great part of our results involves general perversities, defined indepen-
dently on each stratum, and a tame intersection homology adapted to large
perversities.
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Introduction
Intersection homology was defined by M. Goresky and R. MacPherson in the
case of PL-pseudomanifolds in [16] and with sheaf theory in [17] where the authors
restore Poincare´ duality for pseudomanifolds: if X is a compact oriented pseudo-
manifold of dimension n and p, q are two complementary perversities, there is an
isomorphism
H
p
r
pX ;Qq – H
n´r
q
pX ;Qq,
with H
n´r
q
pX ;Qq :“ hompH
q
n´r
pX ;Qq;Qq. This restoration also presents some
disadvantages :
(1) If we don’t restrict ourselves to perversities comprised between the zero
0 and the top t perversities respecting some growth condition, then we
don’t have Poincare´ duality anymore and we need to use the more general
tame intersection cohomology H
˚
p
pX ;Rq of X (see Definition 5.5),
(2) The cohomology is defined via a linear dual process and not via a geomet-
rical one,
(3) This duality is not satisfied for any commutative ring R. Especially for a
commutative ring of positive characteristic properties of “torsion freeness”
for the links of the singularities are needed.
Blown-up intersection cohomology aims to overcome some of these difficulties.
The goal in this article is to develop the main properties of the Blown-up intersection
cohomology H
˚
p
pX ;Rq for filtered spaces and more precisely for CS sets. This
theory was successfully used in [4] to extend the theory of Sullivan’s minimal models
for intersection cohomology and in [8] to answer a conjecture on Steenrod squares.
The first sections contain some reminders about the type of stratified spaces
and maps used in the rest of the paper. After that come the definitions by a local
system of the blown-up complex rN˚
p
pX ;Rq, first for a regular simplex, then by a
limit argument for a general weighted simplicial complex in Proposition 2.8 and
finally for a perverse space pX, pq in Definition 3.2. The interesting features are
that
(1) the perversities p used here are completely general, lifting the restriction
on the perversities used for classical intersection cohomology,
(2) it is well defined for any commutative ring R as coefficients ring, regardless
of its characteristic.
The existence and properties of a cup product for this cohomology are proved
in Proposition 4.2 by the existence of an associative multiplication
´Y´ : rNk
p
pX ;Rq b rN ℓ
q
pX ;Rq Ñ rN ℓ`k
p`q
pX ;Rq,
inducing a graded commutative multiplication with unity
´Y´ : H
k
p
pX ;Rq bH
ℓ
q
pX ;Rq Ñ H
ℓ`k
p`q
pX ;Rq.
The same goes for the cap product, proving in Proposition 6.7 that the cap product
allows an interaction between the blown-up intersection cohomologyH
˚
p
pX ;Rq and
the tame intersection homology H
p
˚
pX ;Rq.
The first part ends with two sections detailing the behavior of a stratified map
with respect to blown-up intersection cohomology, first at the local level and then
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globally. The key result being here the Theorem A stating that any stratified map
f : X Ñ Y as defined in the Definition 1.5 induces a chain map
f˚ : rNk
p
pY ;Rq Ñ rNk
p
pX ;Rq
compatible with the cup product. This theorem also states that the induced maps
f˚ and f
˚ are compatible with the interaction between the blown-up intersection
cohomology H
˚
p
pX ;Rq and the tame intersection homology H
p
˚
pX ;Rq of Proposi-
tion 6.7.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the various properties of the blown-
up intersection cohomology and their proofs. The first property comes from the
Theorem B stating the existence of the complex of U-small chains rN˚,U
p
pX,Rq
where U is an open cover of the perverse space pX, pq and the existence of a quasi-
isomorphism rN˚
p
pX,Rq Ñ rN˚,U
p
pX,Rq. This leads then to the Theorem C where
the Mayer- Vietoris exact sequence is proved. The two next sections detail results
about explicit computations with the blown-up intersection cohomology, the first
one is the Theorem D determining the blown-up intersection cohomology of the
product of a filtered space X with the line R, from the existence of an isomorphism
H
˚
p
pX ˆ R;Rq – H
˚
p
pX ;Rq.
The second result is the Theorem E giving the computation for the blown-up in-
tersection cohomology of an open cone c˚X over a compact filtered space X .
The paper finishes with the two following theorems. The Theorem F compares
the blown-up intersection cohomology H
˚
p
pX ;Rq to the already known tame in-
tersection cohomology H
˚
p
pX ;Rq for pX, pq a paracompact separable perverse CS
set and proves that if R is a field or if the space X is a locally pDp,Rq-torsion free
pseudomanifold there is an isomorphism
H
˚
p
pX ;Rq – H
˚
Dp
pX ;Rq
where Dp is the complementary perversity. The last Theorem G states that the
blown-up intersection cohomology is a topological invariant when working with GM-
perversities and separable paracompact CS sets with no codimension one strata .
We fix for the sequel a commutative ring R with unity. All (co)homologies
in this work are considered with coefficients in R. For a topological space X , we
denote by cX “ X ˆ r0, 1s{X ˆ t0u the cone on X and c˚X “ X ˆ r0, 1r{X ˆ t0u
the open cone on X .
We thank the anonymous referee for her/his comments and suggestions which
have in particular contributed to improve the writing and the organization of this
introduction.
Part 1. Blown-up intersection cohomology. Stratified maps
We introduce the main notion of this work: the blown-up intersection coho-
mology and its associated cup and cap products.
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1. Some reminders.
This section contains the basic definitions and properties of the main notions
used in this work.
Definition 1.1. A filtered space is a Hausdorff topological space endowed with
a filtration by closed sub-spaces
H “ X´1 Ď X0 Ď X1 Ď . . . Ď Xn´1 Ř Xn “ X.
The formal dimension of X is dimX “ n.
The non-empty connected components of XizXi´1 are the strata of X . Those
of XnzXn´1 are regular strata, while the others are singular strata. The family of
strata of X is denoted by SX . The singular set is Xn´1, denoted by ΣX or simply
Σ. The formal dimension of a stratum S Ă XizXi´1 is dimS “ i. The formal
codimension of S is codimS “ dimX ´ dimS.
An open subset U of X can be provided with the induced filtration, defined by
Ui “ U X Xi. If M is a topological manifold, the product filtration is defined by
pM ˆXqi “ M ˆXi (see remarks about shifted filtrations of subsections 3.1 and
5.1).
The more restrictive concept of stratified space provides a better behavior of
the intersection (co)homology with regard to continuous maps.
Definition 1.2. A stratified space is a filtered space verifying the following
frontier condition: for any two strata S, S1 P SX such that SXS1 ‰ H then S Ă S1.
In their work ([16], [17]), Goresky and MacPherson proved that the intersec-
tion (co)homology has richer properties on a singular space X with local conical
structure: these are the classical stratified pseudomanifolds. The local structure
is characterized by the fact that any stratum S is a manifold having a conical
transversal structure over the link L. This link must be in turn a compact strat-
ified pseudomanifold. Friedman [14] observed that we can suppose the link L to
be only a compact filtered space to preserve the (co)homological properties of X .
These are the CS sets of L. Siebenman, [25].
Definition 1.3. A CS set of dimension n is a filtered space,
H Ă X0 Ď X1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Xn´2 Ď Xn´1 Ř Xn “ X,
such that, for each i, XizXi´1 is a topological manifold of dimension i or the empty
set. Moreover, for each point x P XizXi´1, i ‰ n, there exist
(i) an open neighborhood V of x in X , endowed with the induced filtration,
(ii) an open neighborhood U of x in XizXi´1,
(iii) a compact filtered space L, with formal dimension n´ i ´ 1, where the open
cone, c˚L, is provided with the conical filtration, p˚cLqj “ c˚Lj´1, with c˚H “ v
the apex of c˚L,
(iv) a homeomorphism, ϕ : U ˆ c˚LÑ V , such that
(a) ϕpu, vq “ u, for each u P U ,
(b) ϕpU ˆ c˚Ljq “ V XXi`j`1, for each j P t0, . . . , n´ i´ 1u.
The pair pV, ϕq is a conical chart of x and the filtered space L is a link of x. The
CS set is called normal if the links are connected.
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In the above definition, the links are always non-empty sets. Therefore, the
open subset XnzXn´1 is dense. Links are not necessarily CS sets but they are
always filtered spaces. Note also that the links associated to points living in the
same stratum may be not homeomorphic but they always have the same intersection
homology, see for example [14, Chapter 5]. Finally, note that any open subset of a
CS set is a CS set, that any CS set is a locally compact stratified space [4, Theorem
G] and that a paracompact CS set is metrizable [5, Proposition 1.11].
The pseudomanifolds are special cases of CS sets. Their definition varies in the
literature; we consider here the original definition of M. Goresky and R. MacPherson
[16].
Definition 1.4. An n-dimensional pseudomanifold (or simply pseudomani-
fold) is an n-dimensional CS set, where the link L of a point x P XizXi´1 is an
pn ´ i ´ 1q-dimensional pseudomanifold. We refer to a pseudomanifold such that
Xn´1 “ Xn´2 as a classical n-dimensional pseudomanifold .
There are several notions of stratified maps.
Definition 1.5. Let f : X Ñ Y be a continuous map between two stratified
spaces. The map f is a stratified map, if it sends a stratum S of X in a stratum
S
f
of Y , fpSq Ă S
f
, verifying codimS ě codimS
f
.
The stratified map f is a stratified homeomorphism, if f and f´1 are stratified
maps.
The map f is a stratum preserving stratified map if n “ dimX “ dimY and
f´1pYn´ℓq “ Xn´ℓ, for any ℓ P t0, . . . , nu.
This notion of stratified map does not match exactly with those found in [14]
or [17].
There are two families of perversities: filtration depending (introduced by
Goresky-MacPherson [16]) and the stratification depending (introduced by MacPher-
son [22]).
Definition 1.6. A Goresky-MacPherson perversity (or GM -perversity) (see
[16]) is a map p : N Ñ Z, verifying pp0q “ pp1q “ pp2q “ 0 and ppiq ď ppi ` 1q ď
ppiq ` 1 for each i ě 2.
We use in this work the notion of perversity introduced by MacPherson [22]
and also present in [23, 24, 12, 11, 13, 15]. Unlike classic perversities, these
perversities are not maps depending only on the codimension of the strata but are
maps defined on the strata themselves.
Definition 1.7. A perversity on a filtered space X is a map p : SX Ñ ZYt˘8u
taking the value 0 on the regular strata. The pair pX, pq is called a perverse space.
If X is a CS set, we will say that pX, pq is a perverse CS set.
The top perversity is the perversity defined by tpSq “ codim pSq´2 on singular
strata. The complementary perversity of a perversity p is the perversity Dp “ t´p.
The zero perversity is defined by 0pSq “ 0.
A GM-perversity induces a perversity on a filtered space X , still denoted by p,
defined by ppSq “ ppcodimSq.
Definition 1.8. Let f : X Ñ Y be a stratified map. The pull-back of a per-
versity q of Y is the perversity f˚q of X defined by f˚qpSq “ qpSf q.
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2. Blown-up complex of a weighted simplicial complex.
The blown-up complex is based on the blow up of a filtered simplex. This
technique goes back to [2], (see also [24]). In this section, we introduce the notions
and first properties associated to the blow up of a regular euclidean simplex (see
Definition 2.2) and, more generally, of a weighted simplicial complex (see Defini-
tion 2.1).
The cone of an euclidean simplex ∆ “ re0, . . . , ems is the simplicial simplex
c∆ “ re0, . . . , em, vs.
The notation ∇Ÿ∆ means that ∇ is a face of ∆.
2.1. Differential complexes associated to a simplicial complex. Let L
be an oriented simplicial complex whose family of vertices is VpLq “ te0, . . . , emu.
We denote pN
˚
pLq, Bq the R-complex of linear simplices of L. The differential of
pN
˚
pLq, Bq is defined by
Brei0 , . . . , eips “
pÿ
k“0
p´1qkrei0 , . . . , eˆik , . . . , eips.
For any vertex e P VpLq, we define the homomorphism ´ ˚ e : NppLq Ñ Np`1pLq,
by
rei0 , . . . , eips ˚ e “
"
rei0 , . . . , eip , es if rei0 , . . . , eip , es Ă L,
0 if not.
This operator is extended to the empty set by H ˚ e “ res. When re0, . . . , ers does
not match an ordered simplex, by convention, it means p´1qεpσqreσp0q, . . . , eσprqs,
where σ is the permutation for which reσp0q, . . . , eσprqs is an ordered simplex and
εpσq its signature. We also put re0, . . . , ers “ 0 if two vertices ei are equal.
Let pN
˚
pLq, δq be the R-dual, hompN
˚
pLq, Rq, equipped with the transpose
differential of B, defined by pδfqpvq “ ´p´1q|f |fpBvq. Among the elements of
N
˚
pLq, we consider the dual basis of the simplices of L; i.e., if F is a p-simplex of L,
we denote by 1F the p-cochain taking the value 1 on F and 0 on the other simplices
of L. If e P VpLq, we also introduce a homomorphism, ´ ˚ e : N
p
pLq Ñ N
p`1
pLq,
defined by
1rei0 ,...,eip s ˚ e “ p´1q
p1rei0 ,...,eip ,es,
putting 1rei0 ,...,eipes “ 0 if rei0 , . . . , eip , es Ć L. On the elements of the dual basis,
the differential δ : N
˚
pLq Ñ N
˚`1
pLq takes the value
δ1rei0 ,...,eip s “
ř
kRti0,...,ipu
1rei0 ,...,eip ,eks. Using rei0 , . . . , eiks “ 0 when two of the
vertices are equal, we can consider that the above sum is indexed by the set of
vertices of L; i.e.,
(2.1) δ1rei0 ,...,eip s “
ÿ
ePVpLq
1rei0 ,...,eip ,es “ p´1q
p
ÿ
ePVpLq
1rei0 ,...,eip s ˚ e.
The cochain δ1F depends on the simplicial complex L in which the face F lives.
We denote by δL1F the differential of 1F in L, when necessary.
Definition 2.1. A weighted simplicial complex is an oriented simplicial com-
plex, where each vertex e has a weight wpeq P t0, . . . , nu. The integer n is called
the formal dimension of L.
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Let Li be the union of the simplices of L whose vertices have a weight equal to
i. Any simplex F of L is written (modulo orientation) as a join, F “ F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Fn,
with Fi Ă Li. They are the filtered euclidean simplices.
Let cLi be the cone on Li, whose apex vi is called virtual vertex, chosen as the
last vertex of the cone; i.e., if Fi “ rei0 , . . . , eips Ă Li, then cFi “ rei0 , . . . , eip , vis.
The face rvis can be considered as the cone on the empty set. For a comprehensive
treatment of all these cases, we consider the empty set as a simplex of Li.
The full blow up of a weighted simplicial complex L is the prismatic set rLall “
cL0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ cLn. For each i P t0, . . . , nu, we denote by Li - a simplex Fi of Li - or
the cone cFi of a simplex of Li, - either the singleton reduced to the virtual vertex
vi. The products L0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Ln are called faces of rLall and represented by
pF, εq “ pF0, ε0q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pFn, εnq,
satisfying the following conventions:
‚ the iterated join, F “ F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Fn, is a simplex of L;
‚ if εi “ 0 and Fi ‰ H, then pFi, 0q “ Fi is a simplex of Li;
‚ if εi “ 1 and Fi ‰ H, then pFi, 1q “ cFi is the cone over the simplex Fi
of Li;
‚ if Fi “ H, one must have εi “ 1.
Let pF, εq “ pF0, ε0qˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ pFn, εnq be a face of rLall and let γ P t0, . . . , nu. We
put,
‚ |pF, εq|ăγ “
ř
iăγpdimFi ` εiq and |pF, εq|ąγ “
ř
iąγpdimFi ` εiq,
‚ |pF, εq|ďγ “
ř
iďγpdimFi ` εiq and |pF, εq|ěγ “
ř
iěγpdimFi ` εiq,
‚ |pF, εq| “ |pF, εq|ďn.
Definition 2.2. The blow up of a weighted simplicial complex of dimension
n, L, is the sub-prism rL of rLall consisting of the pF, εq1s such that εn “ 0. Notice
that the corresponding simplices, F “ F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Fn Ă L, must verify Fn ‰ H. This
kind of filtered simplices are called regular.
Example 2.3. The generic case of a weighted simplicial complex is a regular
simplex ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n. Assume ∆ is oriented by an order on its vertices,
peiq0ďiďm, ei ă ei`1, in a compatible way with the join decomposition. More pre-
cisely, expressing the maximal simplex by its vertices, and indicating by a vertical
bar the filtration change, we have
(2.2) ∆ “ re0, . . . , ek0looooomooooon
∆0
| ek0`1, . . . , ek1looooooomooooooon
∆1
| ¨ ¨ ¨ | Hlomon
∆i
| ¨ ¨ ¨ | ekn´1`1, . . . , eknlooooooooomooooooooon
∆n
s,
with kn “ m. The vertices te0, . . . , ekℓu generate the simplex ∆0˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆ℓ. A face ∆i
can be empty, as shown in the decomposition above. As we have already noticed,
giving the filtration ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n of the simplex ∆ is equivalent to giving a
weight on each vertex of ∆, in the sense of Definition 2.1. The corresponding blow
up is
(2.3) r∆ “ c∆0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ c∆n´1 ˆ∆n.
Example 2.4. The coding of the faces of the blow up of a regular simplex
under the form of a product pF, εq “ pF0, ε0q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pFn, εnq is used throughout
the text. To familiarize the reader with this representation, we specify the blow upr∆ of ∆ “ ∆0 ˚∆1 “ re0s ˚ re1, e2s.
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pe0, e1q
pe0, e2q
r∆
pv, e1q
pv, e2q
1©2©
3©
4©
‚
re0s “ ∆0 ∆1 “ re1, e2s
e0 e1
e2
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
✲
The four one dimensional faces of the blow up r∆ “ c∆0 ˆ∆1 are encoded as
1©=pH, 1q ˆ p∆1, 0q, 2©=pre0s, 0q ˆ p∆1, 0q,
3©=pre0s, 1q ˆ pre1s, 0q, 4©=pre0s, 1q ˆ pre2s, 0q,
corresponding to
1©=rvs ˆ∆1, 2©=∆0 ˆ∆1, 3©=c∆0 ˆ re1s, 4©=c∆0 ˆ re2s.
2.2. Blown-up complex associated to a weighted simplicial complex.
We recall the notations of the previous paragraph. The element 1pFi,εiq is the
cochain on cLi, taking the value 1 on the simplex pFi, εiq and 0 on other simplices
of cLi. If F “ F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Fn Ă L and pF, εq “ pF0, ε0q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pFn, εnq, we write
1pF,εq “ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn,εnq.
The R-module generated by these elements when F runs over the simplices of L is
denoted by rNall,˚pL;Rq or rNall,˚pLq if there is no ambiguity. The sub-R-module
generated by the elements such that εn “ 0, endowed with the differential
δ1pF,εq “
n´1ÿ
i“0
p´1q|pF,εq|ăi1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b δ
cLi1pFi,εiq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Fn(2.4)
`p´1q|pF,εq|ăn1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn´1,εn´1q b δ
Ln1Fn ,
is called the blown-up complex of L and denoted by rN˚pL;Rq or simply rN˚pLq.
(Recall that δcLi is the differential of the cochain complex on the simplicial complex
cLi.)
The elements of the blown-up complex are provided with an additional degree
which looks like the degree of a differential form along the fiber in a bundle.
Definition 2.5. Let ℓ P t1, . . . , nu. The ℓ-perverse degree of the cochain 1pF,εq
is equal to
}1pF,εq}ℓ “
"
´8 if εn´ℓ “ 1,
|pF, εq|ąn´ℓ if εn´ℓ “ 0.
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If ω P rN˚pL;Rq decomposes as ω “ řµ λµ 1pFµεµq, with λµ ‰ 0, its ℓ-perverse
degree is equal to
(2.5) }ω}ℓ “ max
µ
}1pFµ,εµq}ℓ.
By convention, we set }0}ℓ “ ´8.
Example 2.6. We compute the perverse degree of some cochains of the blow
up r∆ “ c∆0 ˆ c∆1 ˆ∆2 of the regular simplex ∆ “ ∆0 ˚∆1 ˚∆2.
ÐÝÝÝÝÝ
∆0
∆1
∆2 ∆2
c∆0
c∆1
v1 apex of c∆1
v0
apex of c∆0
}1v0ˆv1ˆ∆2}2 “ ´8 }1v0ˆv1ˆ∆2}1 “ ´8
}1c∆0ˆ∆1ˆ∆2}2 “ ´8 }1c∆0ˆ∆1ˆ∆2}1 “ dim∆2
}1∆0ˆc∆1ˆ∆2}2 “ dim c∆1 ` dim∆2 }1∆0ˆc∆1ˆ∆2}1 “ ´8
}1∆0ˆ∆1ˆ∆2}2 “ dim∆1 ` dim∆2 }1∆0ˆ∆1ˆ∆2}1 “ dim∆2
(We have used vi the apex of the cone c∆i, i “ 0, 1).
Definition 2.7. In the case of a regular simplex ∆ “ ∆0˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆n, ∆n ‰ H, the
blown-up complex is the tensor product, rN˚p∆q “ N˚pc∆0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bN˚pc∆n´1q b
N
˚
p∆nq which corresponds to [4, Definition 1.31].
The face operators of a filtered simplex ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n are maps µ : ∆
1 “
∆10 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆
1
n Ñ ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n, of the form µ “ ˚
n
i“0µi where µi is an injective
map preserving the order. The face ∆1 is a codimension 1 regular face. Each
operator face of a factor of the join δℓ : ∆
1
i Ñ ∆i induces a map, still denoted by
δℓ : N˚pc∆
1
0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b N˚pc∆
1
n´1q b N˚p∆
1
nq Ñ N˚pc∆0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b N˚pc∆iq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
N
˚
p∆nq, obtained by carrying out the join with the identity map on factors ∆j ,
j ‰ ℓ. We call δ˚ℓ : N
˚
pc∆0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b N
˚
pc∆n´1q b N
˚
p∆nq Ñ N
˚
pc∆10q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
N
˚
pc∆1iq b ¨ ¨ ¨ bN
˚
p∆1nq, the transpose of the linear map δℓ.
The blown-up complex of a weighted simplicial complex is expressed from the
blown-up complex of regular simplices.
Proposition 2.8. Let L be a weighted simplicial complex. ThenrN˚pL;Rq – limÐÝ
∆ĂL,∆ regular
rN˚p∆;Rq.
Proof. An element ω of limÐÝ
rN˚p∆q is a family ω “ pω∆q∆, indexed by the
regular simplices of L, with ω∆ P rN˚p∆q and satisfying the following face com-
patibility conditions: if δℓ : ∇Ñ ∆ is a regular face of codimension 1 of a simplex
∆ of L, then δ˚ℓ ω∆ “ ω∇ P
rN˚p∇q. To ω P limÐÝ rN˚p∆q, we associate the cochain
ωL P rNkpLq defined by
ωLpF, εq “ ωF pF, εq.
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Conversely, let ωL “
ř
F αpF,εq1pF,εq P
rNkpLq, where F runs over the regular
simplices of L, |pF, εq| “ k and αpF,εq P R. For each regular simplex ∆ of L, we
define ω∆ P rNkp∆q by
ω∆ “
ÿ
FŸ∆
αpF,εq1pF,εq.
It remains to prove the compatibility with respect to the face operators. Let
δℓ : ∇ Ñ ∆ be a regular face of ∆ and F a simplex of ∆. By definition of the
dual basis one has
δ˚ℓ p1pF,εqq “
"
1pF,εq if F Ă ∇,
0 if not.
It follows
δ˚ℓ pω∆q “
ÿ
FŸ∇
αpF,εq1pF,εq “ ω∇.

2.3. Adjunction of a vertex to a cochain of the blow up.
Definition 2.9. Let pF, εq “ pF0, ε0q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pFn, εnq be a face of rLall and
ℓ P t0, . . . , nu. The adjunction of a vertex e P Lℓ to the cochain 1pF,εq is the
cochain
1pF,εq ˚ e “ p´1q
|pF,εq|ąℓ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFℓ,εℓq ˚ eq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn,εnq.
Likewise, for the virtual vertex vℓ, we set,
1pF,εq ˚ vℓ “ p´1q
|pF,εq|ąℓ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFℓ,εℓq ˚ vℓq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn,εnq.
We extend by linearity this adjunction to rNall,˚pL;Rq.
The next property follows directly from the definition.
Lemma 2.10. Let L be a weighted simplicial complex and pF, εq a face of rLall.
Consider two vertices of L, eα P Lℓpαq and eβ P Lℓpβq, and two virtual vertices vℓ
and vℓ1 . Then the following properties are verified,
1pF,εq ˚ eα ˚ eβ “ ´1pF,εq ˚ eβ ˚ eα,
1pF,εq ˚ eα ˚ vℓ “ ´1pF,εq ˚ vℓ ˚ eα,
1pF,εq ˚ vℓ ˚ vℓ1 “ ´1pF,εq ˚ vℓ1 ˚ vℓ.
Proposition 2.11. Let L be a weighted simplicial complex. The blown-up
differential of an element 1pF,εq P rN˚pL;Rq can be written as,
(2.6) δ1pF,εq “ p´1q
|pF,εq|
¨˝ ÿ
ePVpLq
1pF,εq ˚ e`
n´1ÿ
i“0
1pF,εq ˚ vi‚˛.
Proof. Let 1pF,εq “ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn´1,εn´1q b 1Fn . By replacing δ
cLi
and δLn by their values from (2.1) in the equality (2.4) and denoting |pFi, εiq| “
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dimFi ` εi, we get,
δ1pF,εq “
nÿ
i“0
p´1q|pF,εq|ăi
ÿ
eiPVpLiq
p´1q|pFi,εiq|1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFi,εiq ˚ eiq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn,εnq
`
n´1ÿ
i“0
p´1q|pF,εq|ďi1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFi,εiq ˚ viq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Fn .
The wanted formula follows from the definition of the adjunction of a vertex. 
From Proposition 2.11 and Lemma 2.10, we directly deduce the behavior of the
adjunction of a vertex with respect to the differential of the blown-up complex.
Corollary 2.12. Let L be a weighted simplicial complex and let 1pF,εq PrN˚pL;Rq. For each vertex eα P VpLq and each virtual vertex vℓ, one has δp1pF,εq ˚
eαq “ pδ1pF,εqq ˚ eα and δp1pF,εq ˚ vℓq “ pδ1pF,εqq ˚ vℓ.
3. Blown-up intersection cohomology.
In this section, we define the blown-up intersection cohomology of a perverse
space.
Definition 3.1. Let X be a filtered space. A filtered singular simplex is a
continuous map, σ : ∆ Ñ X , where the euclidean simplex ∆ is endowed with a
decomposition ∆ “ ∆0 ˚∆1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n, called σ-decomposition of ∆, verifying
σ´1Xi “ ∆0 ˚∆1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆i,
for each i P t0, . . . , nu. The filtered singular simplex σ is regular if ∆n ‰ H. To
specify that the filtration of the euclidean simplex ∆ is induced from that of X by
the map σ, we sometimes write ∆ “ ∆σ. This notation is particularly useful when
a simplex carries two filtrations associated with two distinct maps.
The dimensions of the simplices ∆i of the σ-decomposition measure the non-
transversality of the simplex σ with respect to the strata of X . These simplices ∆i
may be empty, with the convention H ˚ Y “ Y , for any space Y . Note also that a
singular simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X is filtered if each σ´1pXiq, i P t0, . . . , nu, is a face of
∆.
To any regular simplex, σ : ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n Ñ X , we associate the cochain
complex defined byrN˚
σ
“ rN˚p∆q “ N˚pc∆0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bN˚pc∆n´1q bN˚p∆nq.
If δℓ : ∆
1 “ ∆10 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆
1
ℓ ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆
1
n Ñ ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆ℓ ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n is a face
operator, we denote Bℓσ the filtered simplex defined by Bℓσ “ σ ˝ δℓ : ∆
1 Ñ X . The
face operator δℓ is regular if ∆
1
n ‰ H.
Definition 3.2. Let X be a filtered space. The blown-up complex of X with
coefficients in R, rN˚pX ;Rq, is the cochain complex formed by the elements ω,
associating to any regular filtered simplex, σ : ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n Ñ X , an element
ωσ P rN˚σ , so that δ˚ℓ pωσq “ ωBℓσ, for any regular face operator, δℓ. The differential
δω of ω P rN˚pX ;Rq is defined by pδωqσ “ δpωσq for any regular filtered simplex σ.
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For any ℓ P t1, . . . , nu, the element ωσ P rN˚σ is endowed with the perverse
degree }ωσ}ℓ, introduced in Definition 2.5. We extend this degree to the elements
of rN˚pX ;Rq as follows.
Definition 3.3. Let X be a filtered space and ω P rN˚pX ;Rq. The perverse
degree of ω along a singular stratum, S, is equal to
}ω}S “ sup t}ωσ}codimS | σ : ∆Ñ X regular with σp∆q X S ‰ Hu .
We denote by }ω} the map associating to any singular stratum S of X the element
}ω}S and 0 to a regular stratum.
Notice that, by definition, face operators δ˚ℓ decrease the perverse degree.
Definition 3.4. Let pX, pq be a perverse space. A cochain ω P rN˚pX ;Rq is
p-allowable if
(3.1) }ω} ď p.
A cochain ω is a p-intersection cochain if ω and its coboundary, δω, are p-
allowable. We denote by rN˚
p
pX ;Rq the complex of p-intersection cochains and
H
p
˚
pX ;Rq its homology, called blown-up intersection cohomology of X with coeffi-
cients in R, for the perversity p.
3.1. Shifted filtrations. Blown-up intersection cohomology does not depend
on the dimension of the strata of X but on the codimension of these strata (see
[14, Section 4.3.1]). Let us consider on X the shifted filtration Y , where m P N˚:
H “ Y0 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Ym´1 Ă Ym “ X0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Yn`m´1 “(3.2)
Xn´1 Ă Yn`m “ Xn “ X.
So, the formal dimension of Y is n`m. For example, on RmˆX we have two natural
shifted filtrations: pRm ˆ Xqi “ R
m ˆXi, with i P t0, . . . , nu, and pR
m ˆ Xqi “
Rm ˆXi´m, with i P t0, . . . , n`mu.
The family of regular simplices is the same for both filtrations. The perverse
degree of a filtered simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X “ Y is the same for both filtrations. Let
us see that. If S is a singular stratum of X (and therefore of Y ) with Imσ X
S ‰ H, we have codimXS “ codim Y S. Let ℓ be this codimension. On the
other hand, if ∆Xσ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n is the induced filtration by σ : ∆ Ñ X then
∆Yσ “ H ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Hlooooomooooon
m times
˚∆1m ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆
1
n`m, with ∆
1
m`r “ ∆r, is the induced filtration by
σ : ∆Ñ Y . So, if pF “ F0 ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚Fn, ε “ pε0 ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚εnqq is a face of the blow up of ∆
X
σ
then pF 1 “ H, . . . ,Hloooomoooon
m times
˚F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Fn, ε
1 “ p1, . . . , 1loomoon
m times
, ε0, . . . , εnqq is the corresponding
face of the blow up of ∆Yσ . We have, for ℓ P t1, . . . , nu
}1pF,εq}
X
ℓ “
"
´8 if εn´ℓ “ 1
|pF, εq|ąn´ℓ if εn´ℓ “ 0
“
"
´8 if ε1m`n´ℓ “ 1
|pF 1, ε1q|ąm`n´ℓ if ε
1
m`n´ℓ “ 0
“ }1pF 1,ε1q}
Y
ℓ ,
and }1pF 1,ε1q}
Y
ℓ “ ´8 if ℓ P tn ` 1, . . . ,m ` nu. We get
rN˚
p
pX ;Rq “ rN˚
p
pY ;Rq
and therefore H
˚
p
pX ;Rq “ H
˚
p
pY ;Rq.
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We prove in Theorem A that any stratified map induces a morphism in blown-
up intersection cohomology. The following Proposition, which is a weaker version
of this result, is used in Part 2.
Proposition 3.5. Let f : X Ñ Y be a stratum preserving stratified map. The
induced map f : rN˚pY ;Rq Ñ rN˚pX ;Rq, defined by pf˚pωqqσ “ ωf˝σ, is a well
defined chain map.
Consider a perversity p on X and a perversity q on Y verifying p ě f˚q. The
induced operator f˚ : rN˚
q
pY ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p
pX ;Rq, is a well defined chain map inducing
the morphism f˚ : H
˚
q
pY ;Rq Ñ H
˚
p
pX ;Rq.
Proof. The definition makes sense since pδ˚ℓ f
˚pωqqσ “ δ
˚
ℓ pf
˚pωqσq “ δ
˚
ℓ pωf˝σq
“ ωf˝σ˝δℓ “ pf
˚pωqqσ˝δℓ , for each ω P
rN˚pY ;Rq, each regular simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X
and each regular face δℓ : ∇Ñ ∆.
The induced morphism is a chain map since pδf˚pωqqσ “ δpf
˚pωqσq “ δpωf˝σq “
pδωqf˝σ “ pf
˚pδωqqσ, for each ω P rN˚pY ;Rq and each regular simplex σ : ∆σ Ñ X .
We turn now to perversities and firstly to the filtrations. The euclidean simplex
∆ has two filtrations, respectively induced by σ and f ˝ σ, denoted by ∆σ and
∆f˝σ, following the conventions of Definition 3.1. For each ℓ P t0, . . . , nu, the
hypothesis f´1pYn´ℓq “ Xn´ℓ implies equalities, σ
´1pXn´ℓq “ σ
´1f´1pYn´ℓq “
pf ˝ σq´1pYn´ℓq and ∆σ “ ∆f˝σ.
Let S be an ℓ-codimensional singular stratum ofX such that SXImσ ‰ H. The
stratum Sf of Y , characterized by fpSq Ă Sf , also has codimension ℓ and verifies
Sf X Im pf ˝ σq ‰ H. Moreover, the definition of f˚ and the previous observation
on the two filtrations of ∆ give }f˚pωqσ}ℓ “ }ωf˝σ}ℓ. From Definition 3.3, we
deduce }f˚pωq}S ď }ω}Sf ď qpS
f q. The assumption made on the perversities p
and q allows us to conclude }f˚pωq}S ď ppSq. The same argument applied to the
q-allowable form, δω, gives }f˚pδωq}S ď ppSq. The compatibility of f
˚ with the
differential δ implies f˚pωq P rN˚
p
pX ;Rq. 
Remark 3.6. If f is a stratum preserving stratified map, for any filtered sim-
plex σ : ∆Ñ X , the σ- and f ˝ σ- decompositions of ∆ are the same: ∆σ “ ∆f˝σ.
This is not the case for a general stratified map (see [4, A.25]).
4. Cup product.
We have defined the notion of cup product in [4] for ”filtered face sets”. In
[8], we also introduced the notion of cupi-products and Steenrod squares on the
blown-up intersection cohomology. We give below a definition of cup product for
any coefficient ring, in our context of stratum depending perversities.
Definition 4.1. Two ordered simplices, F “ ra0, . . . , aks and G “ rb0, . . . , bℓs,
of an euclidean simplex ∆, are said to be compatible if ak “ b0. In this case, we set
F Y G “ ra0, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bℓs P N˚p∆q. The cup product is defined on the dual
basis of N
˚
p∆q by
1F Y 1G “ p´1q
k¨ℓ 1FYG
if F and G are compatible and 0 if not.
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In the case of the cone c∆, this law appears on N
˚
pc∆q as:
(4.1) 1pF,εqY 1pG,κq “
$&% p´1q
|F |¨|pG,κq| 1pFYG,κq if F,G compatible and ε “ 0,
1pF,εq if pG, κq “ pH, 1q and ε “ 1,
0 if not.
If ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n is a regular euclidean simplex, this definition extend torN˚p∆q as a law defined on a tensor product. More precisely, if ω0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ωn and
η0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ηn belong to N
˚
pc∆0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bN
˚
p∆nq, we set
(4.2) pω0b¨ ¨ ¨bωnqY pη0b¨ ¨ ¨b ηnq “ p´1q
ř
iąj |ωi| |ηj |pω0Y η0qb ¨ ¨ ¨b pωnY ηnq.
Given two perversities p, q defined on a filtered set X we define the perversity
p`q by pp`qqpSq “ ppSq`qpSq, with the convention ´8`ppSq “ ppSq´8 “ ´8.
Proposition 4.2. For each filtered space X endowed with two perversities p
and q, there exists an associative multiplication,
´Y´ : rNk
p
pX ;Rq b rN ℓ
q
pX ;Rq Ñ rNk`ℓ
p`q
pX ;Rq,
defined by pωYηqσ “ ωσYησ, for each pair of cochains pω, ηq P rNkp pX ;Rqˆ rN ℓq pX ;Rq
and each regular simplex σ : ∆Ñ X. It induces a graded commutative multiplication
with unity called intersection cup product,
´Y´ : H
k
p
pX ;Rq bH
ℓ
q
pX ;Rq Ñ H
k`ℓ
p`q
pX ;Rq.
Proof. Begin by verifying that the product locally defined on each regular
simplex extends to the blown-up complex. For this, consider two cochains ω, η PrN˚pX ;Rq and δℓ : ∇Ñ ∆ a regular face of a simplex σ : ∆Ñ X . The map induced
by δℓ at the cochain level, δ
˚
ℓ :
rN˚pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚pX ;Rq, is the identity on each factor
of the tensor product, except for one where it is induced by a canonical inclusion. It
is compatible with the cup product and we can write, δ˚ℓ pωYηqσ “ δ
˚
ℓ pωσYησq “p1q
δ˚ℓ pωσqYδ
˚
ℓ pησq “ ωσ˝δℓYησ˝δℓ “ pωYηqσ˝δℓ , where “p1q comes from the naturality
of the usual cup product. Then the product ωY η of the statement is well defined.
Let us now study the behavior of the cup product with respect to the perverse
degree. This is a local issue. Let ω P rN˚
p
pX ;Rq and η P rN˚
q
pX ;Rq. We need to
prove that
}ωσ Y ησ}ℓ ď pp` qqpSq,
where S is a singular stratum of X , ℓ “ codimS, and σ : ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n Ñ X
is a regular simplex with Imσ X S ‰ H.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose ωσ “ 1pF,εq and ησ “ 1pG,κq. The
result is clear if }ωσ Y ησ}ℓ “ ´8. So, we can suppose that }ωσ Y ησ}ℓ ‰ ´8. If
ppSq “ ´8, condition }ωσ}ℓ ď ´8 implies εn´ℓ “ 1 and therefore }ωσ Y ησ}ℓ “
´8. So, we can suppose that ppSq ą ´8 and similarly qpSq ą ´8, which imply
pp ` qqpSq “ ppSq ` qpSq. Using (4.1) and Definition 2.5, we see that condition
}ωσ Y ησ}ℓ ‰ ´8 gives εn´ℓ “ κn´ℓ “ 0. The usual degree of the cup product of
two cochains gives }ωσ Y ησ}ℓ ď }ωσ}ℓ ` }ησ}ℓ ď ppSq ` qpSq “ pp` qqpSq.
Then, the cup product of a p-allowable cochain and of a q-allowable cochain is
pp` qq-allowable. For the intersection cochains, the result follows from the formula
δpω Y ηq “ δpωq Y η ` p´1q|ω|ω Y δpηq.
Associativity is deduced from the associativity of the usual cup product. The
unity element is the 0-cochain taking the value 1 on any face.
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Let us verify commutativity. We have constructed the product
´ Y1 ´ : rNkp pX,Z2q b rN ℓq pX,Z2q Ñ rNk`ℓ´1p`q pX,Z2q verifying the Leibniz condition
δpx1Y1x2q “ x1Yx2`x2Yx1`δx1Y1x2`x1Y1δx2 (see [8]). For general coefficients,
and following the same procedure, we construct the product ´ Y1 ´ : rNkp pX ;Rq brN ℓ
q
pX ;Rq Ñ rNk`ℓ´1
p`q
pX ;Rq, taking into account the signs (see for example [3, p.
414]). So, for each ω P rNk
p
pX ;Rq and η P rN ℓ
q
pX ;Rq we have
δpω Y1 ηq “ p´1q
p`q´1ω Y η ` p´1qp`q`pqη Y ω ` δω Y1 η ` p´1q
pω Y1 δη.
So, if δω “ δη “ 0, we get the commutativity rωs Y rηs “ p´1qpqrηs Y rωs. 
See [1, 15] for other cup products.
Remark 4.3. Given perversities a ď p and b ď q, the cup product ´ Y
´ : rN˚
a
pX ;Rq b rN˚
b
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚
a`b
pX ;Rq is the restriction of ´ Y´ : rN˚
p
pX ;Rq brN˚
q
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p`q
pX ;Rq.
5. Intersection and tame intersection (co)homology.
For a perversity p such that p ę t, we may have p-allowable simplices that
are not regular. This failure has bad consequences; for instance, Poincare´ duality
may be not satisfied in this case (see [6]). To overcome this problem the tame
intersection homology H
p
˚
pX ;Rq has been introduced in [24]. In this work, we use
the simpler presentation of G. Friedman (see [9, 14, 5]).
We begin by recalling the notions of intersection homology. As proved in [4,
Proposition A29], it can be computed using filtered chains.
Definition 5.1. Consider a perverse space pX, pq and a filtered simplex σ : ∆ “
∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n Ñ X .
(i) The perverse degree of σ is the pn ` 1q-tuple, }σ} “ p}σ}0, . . . , }σ}nq, where
}σ}i “ dimσ
´1pXn´iq “ dimp∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n´iq, with the convention dimH “
´8.
(ii) Given a stratum S of X , the perverse degree of σ along S is defined by
}σ}S “
"
´8, if S X Imσ “ H,
}σ}codimS if S X Imσ ‰ H.
(iii) The filtered singular simplex σ is p-allowable if }σ}S ď dim∆´codimS`ppSq,
for any stratum S.
(iv) A chain c is p-allowable if it is a linear combination of p-allowable simplices.
The chain c is a p-intersection chain if c and Bc are p-allowable chains.
Definition 5.2. Consider a perverse space pX, pq. We denote by C
˚
pX ;Rq the
complex of filtered chains of X , generated by filtered simplices. The dual complex
is C
˚
pX ;Rq “ hompC
˚
pX ;Rq, Rq.
The complex of p-intersection chains of X with the differential B is denoted
by C
p
˚
pX ;Rq. Its homology H
p
˚
pX ;Rq is the p-intersection homology of X (see
[5, The´ore`me A]). The dual complex C
˚
p
pX ;Rq “ hompC
p
˚
pX ;Rq, Rq computes the
p-intersection cohomology H
˚
p
pX ;Rq (see [14]).
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Definition 5.3. Given a regular simplex ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n we denote by d the
regular part of the chain B∆. That is d∆ “ Bp∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n´1q ˚∆n, if |∆n| “ 0, or
d∆ “ B∆, if |∆n| ě 1.
Definition 5.4. Let pX, pq be a perverse space. Given a regular simplex
σ : ∆ Ñ X , we define the chain dσ by σ ˝ d. Notice that d2 “ 0. We denote
by C
˚
pX ;Rq the chain complex generated by the regular simplices, endowed with
the differential d.
Definition 5.5. Let pX, pq be a perverse space. A p-allowable filtered simplex
σ : ∆Ñ X is p-tame if σ is also a regular simplex. A chain ξ is p-tame if is a linear
combination of p-tame simplices. The chain ξ is a tame p-intersection chain if ξ
and dξ are p-tame chains.
We write C
p
˚
pX ;Rq Ă C
˚
pX ;Rq the complex of tame p-intersection chains
endowed with the differential d. Its homology H
p
˚
pX ;Rq is the tame p-intersection
homology of X
Main properties of this homology have been studied in [5, 14]. We have proven
in [5] that the homology H
p
˚
pX ;Rq coincides with those of [24, 10] (see also [14,
Chapter 6]). It is also proved that H
p
˚
pX ;Rq “ H
p
˚
pX ;Rq if p ď t. The tame p-
intersection cohomology H
˚
p
pX ;Rq is defined by using the dual complex C
˚
p
pX ;Rq “
HompC
p
˚
pX ;Rq, Rq. It verifies H
˚
p
pX ;Rq “ H
˚
p
pX ;Rq if p ď t.
5.1. Shifted filtrations. Intersection homology does not depend on the di-
mension of the strata of X but on the codimension of these strata (see [14, Section
4.3.1]). Let us consider on X the shifted filtration Y of (3.2) in subsection 3.1. So,
the formal dimension of Y is n`m. Following subsection 3.1 we have:
}σ}
X
ℓ “ dimσ
´1pXn´ℓq “ dimσ
´1pYn`m´ℓq “ }σ}
Y
ℓ .
The allowability condition is the same. The perversity p is also a perversity on
Y . If S is a stratum of X (and therefore of Y ) with Imσ X S ‰ H we have
ℓ “ codimXS “ codim Y S. So,
}σ}
X
ℓ ď dim∆´ ℓ` ppSq ðñ }σ}
Y
ℓ ď dim∆´ ℓ` ppSq.
We get C
p
˚
pX ;Rq “ C
p
˚
pY ;Rq and therefore H
p
˚
pX ;Rq “ H
p
˚
pY ;Rq. By the
same reasons, we also have H
˚
p
pX ;Rq “ H
˚
p
pY ;Rq, H
p
˚
pX ;Rq “ H
p
˚
pY ;Rq and
H
˚
p
pX ;Rq “ H
˚
p
pY ;Rq.
6. Cap product.
We introduce the notion of cap product for the blown-up intersection (co)homo-
logy, already treated in [7] in a different context. First of all, we work at the simplex
level.
Let ∆ be an m-dimensional euclidean simplex. We denote by r∆s its face of
maximal dimension. The classical cap product ´ X r∆s : N
˚
p∆q Ñ N
m´˚
p∆q is
defined by
(6.1) 1F X r∆s “
"
G if F YG “ ∆ (where Y is the map of Definition 4.1),
0 otherwise.
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Consider now the cone c∆ whose apex is denoted by v, which is the last vertex
of the cone (see page 7). We have the formula:
(6.2) 1pF,jq X rc∆s “
"
pG, 1q if j “ 0 or pF, jq “ p∆, 1q,
0 if not,
where the simplex G is the face of ∆ with F YG “ ∆ (cf. Definition 4.1) if j “ 0
and G “ H if pF, jq “ p∆, 1q.
We extend it to regular simplices ∆ “ ∆0˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆n as follows. Denote rN˚p∆q “
N
˚
pc∆0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bN˚pc∆n´1q bN˚p∆nq.
Definition 6.1. We define the cap product ´ rX r∆: rN˚p∆q Ñ rN
˚´m
p∆q, lin-
early from
(6.3) 1pF,εq rX r∆ “ p´1qνpF,ε,∆qp1pF0,ε0q X cr∆0sq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1Fn X r∆nsq,
where 1pF,εq “ 1pF0,ε0qb¨ ¨ ¨b1pFn´1,εn´1qb1Fn ,
r∆ “ c∆0ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆc∆n´1ˆ∆n (see
(2.3)) and νpF, ε,∆q “
řn´1
j“0 pdim∆j ` 1q p
řn
i“j`1 |pFi, εiq|q, with the convention
εn “ 0.
At the filtered simplex level, the local intersection cap product ´Xr∆: rN˚p∆q Ñ
N
m´˚
p∆q is defined by
cX r∆ “ µ˚pc rX r∆q,
where the map µ˚ : rN˚p∆q Ñ N˚p∆q is defined by
(6.4)
µ˚
`
bn´1k“0pFk, εkq b Fn
˘
“
"
F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Fℓ if dimpF, εq “ dimpF0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Fℓq,
0 otherwise,
where pF, εq “ pF0, ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pFn´1, εn´1q b Fn and ℓ is the smallest integer, j,
such that εj “ 0.
Definition 6.2. Since r∆ “ c∆0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ c∆n´1 ˆ∆n (see (2.3)), we have the
boundary chain
B r∆ “ nÿ
i“0
∆i‰H
p´1q|∆|ďi´1`1rc∆0s b ¨ ¨ ¨ b rcB∆is b ¨ ¨ ¨ b r∆ns
`
n´1ÿ
i“0
∆i‰H
p´1q|∆|ďi`1rc∆0s b ¨ ¨ ¨ b r∆is b ¨ ¨ ¨ b r∆ns.
Let i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u such that ∆i ‰ H, the face Hi “ c∆0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ c∆i´1 ˆ∆i ˆ
c∆i`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ∆n is called a hidden face of r∆. This gives
B r∆ “ Ăd∆` n´1ÿ
i“0
∆i‰H
p´1q|∆|ďi`1 Hi,(6.5)
where Ăd∆ is the blow up of the weighted simplicial complex d∆ (cf. Definition 2.2).
Remark 6.3. .
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‚ For each ω P rN˚p∆q the chain ω X r∆ is regular or 0. Let us see that.
Let 1pF,εq “ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Fn P
rN˚p∆q. From the definition of the cap
product we have, up to a sign,
1pF,εq X r∆ “ G0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Gn,
if 1pF,εqX r∆ ‰ 0. The faces G‚ have been defined in (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4).
The simplex 1pF,εq X r∆ is regular: Fn ‰ H ñ Gn ‰ H.
‚ Given a hidden face Hi “ c∆0 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ∆i ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ∆n, we have
µ˚ pHiq “
"
∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆i if dimp∆i`1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆nq “ 0
0 otherwise
,
which is a non regular face or 0.
We define the intersection cap product for any filtered space X .
Definition 6.4. Let X be a filtered space. The intersection cap product
´X´ : rN˚pX ;Rq b C
m
pX ;Rq Ñ C
m´˚
pX ;Rq
is defined by linear extension of
ω X σ “ σ˚pωσ X r∆q,
where ω P rN˚pX ;Rq and σ : ∆Ñ X is a regular simplex.
Lemma 6.5. Let ∆ be a regular simplex. The map µ˚ : rN˚p∆q Ñ N˚p∆q
commutes with differentials.
Proof. Set ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n. We proceed by induction on n. The result
is clear when n “ 0. We consider the regular simplex ∇ “ ∆1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n, etrN˚p∇q “ N˚pc∆1qb¨ ¨ ¨bN˚pc∆n´1qbN˚p∆nq. The map µ∆,˚ is the composition
µ∆,˚ : N˚pc∆0q b rN˚p∇q idbµ∇,˚ÝÝÝÝÝÑ N˚pc∆0q bN˚p∇q νÝÑ N˚p∆q,
(see (6.4)), where
νppF0, ε0q bGq “
$&% F0 if ε0 “ 0 and dimG “ 0,0 if ε0 “ 0 and dimG ą 0,
F0 ˚G if ε0 “ 1.
By induction hypothesis, the operator µ∇,˚ is compatible with differentials. It
remains to prove that ν is also compatible with differentials. We distinguish four
cases.
‚ If ε0 “ 0 and dimG “ 0, we have νpBppF0, 0q bGqq “ νppBF0, 0q bGq “
BF0 “ BνppF0, 0q bGq.
‚ If ε0 “ 0 and dimG “ 1, we have νpBppF0, 0q b Gqq “ νppBF0, 0q b Gq `
p´1q|F0|νppF0, 0q b BGq “ 0` F0 ´ F0 “ 0 “ BνppF0, 0q bGq.
‚ If ε0 “ 0 and dimG ą 1, all the terms vanish.
‚ If ε0 “ 1, the result comes from
νpBppF0, 1q bGqq “
νppBF0, 1q bGq ` p´1q
|F0|`1 pνppF0, 0q bGq ` νppF0, 1q b BGqq “
pBF0q ˚G` p´1q
|F0|`1
"
F0 if dimG “ 0,
F0 ˚ BG if dimG ě 1,
“
BpF0 ˚Gq “ BνppF0, 1q bGq.
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
Proposition 6.6. The intersection cap product verifies the following properties
(i) dpω X ξq “ pδωq X ξ ` p´1q|ω|ω X dξ, and
(ii) pω Y ηq X ξ “ p´1q|ω|¨|η| η X ω X ξ.
where ω, η P rN˚pX ;Rq and ξ P C
˚
pX ;Rq.
Proof. (i) It suffices to prove it for a regular simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X . We write
k “ |ω|. Using formula (6.5), the classic Leibniz formula for the cap product gives
Bpωσ X r∆q “ Bµ˚pωσ rX r∆q Lemma 6.5“ µ˚Bpωσ rX r∆q “
µ˚
´
pδωσq rX r∆` p´1qkωσ rX pB r∆q¯ “
(6.5)
“ µ˚
¨˚
˚˝pδωσq rX r∆` p´1qkωσ rX Ăd∆` n´1ÿ
i“0
∆i‰H
p´1qp´1q
k`|∆|ďi
ωσ rX Hi‹˛‹‚“
“ µ˚
´
pδωσq rX r∆` p´1qkωσ rX Ăd∆¯looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
regular or 0
`
n´1ÿ
i“0
∆i‰H
p´1qp´1q
k`|∆|ďi
µ˚pωσ rX Hiqloooooomoooooon
non regular or 0
(cf. Remark 6.3). So, dpωσ X r∆q “ µ˚ppδωσq rX r∆q ` p´1qkµ˚pωσ rX Ăd∆q “ pδωσq Xr∆` p´1qkωσ X Ăd∆, and therefore σ˚dpωσ X r∆q “ pδωq X∆` p´1qkω X d∆.
The regular simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X is in fact a stratified map when one considers
on ∆ the filtration ∆0 Ă ∆0 ˚ ∆1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n. So, σ˚ ˝ B “ B ˝ σ˚ [4,
Theorem F]. Since ∆0 ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆n´1 “ σ
´1pΣXq then σ˚ ˝d “ d˝σ˚. We get property
(i) since dpω X∆q “ dσ˚pωσ X r∆q “ σ˚dpωσ X r∆q.
(ii) Without loss of generality we can suppose ωσ “ 1pF,εq “ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
1pFn´1,εn´1qb1Fn and ησ “ 1pH,κq “ 1pH0,κ0qb ¨ ¨ ¨b1pHn´1,κn´1qb1Hn . It suffices
to prove
p1pF,εq Y 1pH,κqq rX r∆ “ p´1q|pF,εq|¨|pH,κq| 1pH,κq rX p1pF,εq rX r∆q.
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For n “ 0 we find the classic property of cup/cap products. In the general case,
with the convention εn “ κn “ 0, we have
p1pF,εq Y 1pH,κqq rX r∆ “
˜
nâ
a“0
1pFa,εaq Y
nâ
a“0
1pHa,κaq
¸ rX r∆ (4.2)“
p´1q˙1 ¨
˜
nâ
a“0
`
1pFa,εaq Y 1pHa,κaq
˘¸ rX r∆ (6.3)“
p´1q˙2 ¨
n´1â
a“0
``
1pFa,εaq Y 1pHa,κaq
˘
X rc∆as
˘
b pp1Fn Y 1Hnq X r∆nsq
classic
“
p´1q˙3 ¨
n´1â
a“0
`
1pHa,κaq X 1pFa,εaq X rc∆as
˘
b p1Hn X 1Fn X r∆nsq
(6.3)
“
p´1q˙4 ¨ 1pH,κq rX
˜
n´1â
a“0
`
1pFa,εaq X rc∆as
˘
b p1Fn X r∆nsq
¸
(6.3)
“
p´1q|pF,εq|¨|pH,κq| ¨ 1pH,κq rX 1pF,εq rX r∆.
where ˙1 “
ř
iąj |pFi, εiq|¨|pHj , κjq|,˙2 “ ˙1`
řn´1
j“0 pdim∆j`1q p
ř
iąj |pFi, εiq|`
|pHi, κiq|q,˙3 “ ˙2 `
ř
i |pFi, εiq| ¨ |pHi, κiq| and
˙4 “ ˙3 `
n´1ÿ
j“0
pdim∆j ` 1´ |pFj , εjq|q p
ÿ
iąj
|pHi, κiq|q “
ÿ
iěj
|pFi, εiq| ¨ |pHj , κjq|
`
n´1ÿ
j“0
pdim∆j ` 1q p
ÿ
iąj
|pFi, εiq|q ´
n´1ÿ
j“0
|pFj , εjq| p
ÿ
iąj
|pHi, κiq|q
“
n´1ÿ
j“0
pdim∆j ` 1q p
ÿ
iąj
|pFi, εiq|q ` |pF, εq| ¨ |pH,κq|.

The cap product between a cochain ω P rN˚pX ;Rq and a chain ξ P C˚pX ;Rq
may not exist. This happens when a simplex σ of ξ lies in the singular part of X . In
this case, σ is not regular and we cannot construct the blow up of ∆σ. This is the
reason to use the tame intersection homology in the definition of the cap product:
all the involved simplices are regular.
Proposition 6.7. For each filtered space, X, endowed with two perversities, p
and q, the intersection cap product
´X´ : rN˚
p
pX ;Rq b C
q
m
pX ;Rq Ñ C
p`q
m´˚
pX ;Rq,
is well defined and induces a morphism
´X´ : H
˚
p
pX ;Rq b H
q
m
pX ;Rq Ñ H
p`q
m´˚
pX ;Rq.
Proof. Following Proposition 6.6 it remains to study the behavior of the cap
product with respect to the perverse degree on a singular stratum S. Let us consider
ω P rN˚pX ;Rq with }ω}S ď ppSq, σ : ∆Ñ X a regular simplex with Imσ X S ‰ H
and }σ}S ď |∆| ´ ℓ` qpSq, where ℓ “ codimS. We need to prove
(6.6) }ω X σ}S ď |ω X σ| ´ ℓ` pp` qqpSq.
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Without loss of generality, we can suppose ω X σ ‰ 0.
When ppSq “ ´8, the condition }ω}S ď ´8 implies εn´ℓ “ 1 and therefore
the pn ´ ℓq-factor of ωσ rX r∆ is rvn´ℓs which gives ω X σ X S “ H and therefore
(6.6). On the other hand, if qpSq “ ´8, the condition }σ}S “ ´8 gives ∆n´ℓ “ H
then ω X σ X S “ H and therefore (6.6).
We can suppose pp` qqpSq “ ppSq ` qpSq. Then we have (6.6) from
}ωXσ}S
claim
ď }σ}S`}ωσ}ℓ´|ωσ| ď |∆|´ℓ`ppSq`qpSq´|ωσ| “ |ωXσ|´ℓ`ppSq`qpSq.
We verify the claim. It suffices to consider ωσ “ 1pF,εq with 1pF,εq X r∆ ‰ 0. We
know, from Remark 6.3, that 1pF,εqX∆ “ ˘G0˚¨ ¨ ¨˚Gn with |∆i| “ |Gi|`|pFi, εiq|,
for each i P t0, . . . , nu. Then, }ω X σ}S is equal to
|G0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Gn´ℓ| “ |G0| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |Gn´ℓ| ` n´ ℓ
“ |∆0| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |∆n´ℓ| ` n´ ℓ´ |pF0, ε0q| ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ |pFn´ℓ, εn´ℓq|
“ }σ}S ´ |pF, εq| ` |pF, εq|ąn´ℓ “ }σ}S ´ |ωσ| ` }ωσ}ℓ.

Remark 6.8. The intersection cap product is natural respectively to perversi-
ties. Given perversities a ď p and b ď q, the cap product ´X´ : rN˚
a
pXqbC
b
m
pXq Ñ
C
a`b
m´˚
pXq is the restriction of ´X´ : rN˚
p
pXq b C
q
m
pXq Ñ C
p`q
m´˚
pXq.
7. Stratified maps: the local level.
In this section and the next one, we prove that any stratified map induces a ho-
momorphism between the blown-up intersection cohomologies if a certain compati-
bility of the involved perversities is satisfied. In particular, if p is a GM-perversity,
any stratified map f : X Ñ Y induces a homomorphism f : H
˚
p
pX ;Rq Ñ H
˚
p
pY ;Rq.
Let f : X Ñ Y be a stratified map as in Definition 1.5. If σ : ∆ Ñ X is a
filtered simplex then the composite f ˝ σ : ∆Ñ Y is also a filtered simplex but, in
general, the two filtrations induced on ∆ by σ and f ˝ σ differ. We denote them
by ∆σ and ∆f˝σ. In [4, Corollary A.25 and Lemma A.24], we prove that the two
filtrations ∆σ and ∆f˝σ (on the same euclidean simplex) match through a finite
number of elementary amalgamations that we describe and study in this section.
Definition 7.1. Let k P t0, . . . , n ´ 1u. An elementary k-amalgamation of a
regular simplex ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n is the regular simplex: ∆
1 “ ∆10 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆
1
n´1 with
∆1i “
$&% ∆i if i ď n´ k ´ 2,∆n´k´1 ˚∆n´k if i “ n´ k ´ 1,
∆i´1 if i ě n´ k.
If ∆n´k´1 “ H then the elementary amalgamation is k-simple.
We study the effect of these maps at the blow up level. First of all, we introduce
a technical tool.
7.1. Stratification. The simplices ∆ “ ∆0 ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆n and ∆
1 “ ∆10 ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆
1
n´1
are filtered spaces (see Definition 1.1) of respective dimension n and n´ 1. We set
N∆ “ ti P t0, . . . , nu { ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n´i´1 ‰ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n´iu. We observe that the
family of strata of ∆ is
S∆ “ tSi “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n´iz∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n´i´1 { i P N∆u.
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Notice that codimSi “ i for each i P N∆.
If k P t0, . . . , n´ 1u, we denote εk : t0, . . . , nu Ñ t0, . . . , n´ 1u the map defined
by εkpiq “ i if i ď k and εkpiq “ i ´ 1 if i ě k ` 1. We check easily that this
maps restricts as a map ak : N∆ Ñ N∆1 , called the index map. If Si P S∆, we have
Si Ă S
1
akpiq
. Thus by definition, the identity map is a stratified map from ∆ to ∆1,
we denote it
Arks : ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n Ñ ∆
1 “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆
1
n´1.
If S P S∆, with the notations of Definition 1.5 we have S
Arks “ S1
akpiq
, with i “
codimS, and therefore
(7.1) codimSArks “ akpcodimSq.
We also say that Arks is an elementary amalgamation. If the elementary k-
amalgamation is simple, then ak is a bijection and Arks is a stratified homeomor-
phism (see Definition 1.5).
The elementary k-amalgamation has an effect only on two components . We
first focus on them. For the sake of the simplicity we write E0 “ ∆n´k´1 and
E1 “ ∆n´k, they can be empty.
Definition 7.2. We define a map
θ : N
˚
pcE0q bN˚pcE1q Ñ N˚pcpE0 ˚ E1qq
by
θppF0, ε0q b pF1, ε1qq “
$&% pF0 ˚ F1, ε1q if ε0 “ 1,pF0, 0q if ε0 “ 0 and |pF1, ε1q| “ 0,
0 if not.
Notice that the restriction of θ to N
˚
pcE0q bN˚pE1q gives a map, still denoted θ,
θ : N
˚
pcE0q bN˚pE1q Ñ N˚pE0 ˚E1q.
By duality, we get a map
Ξ: N
˚
pcpE0 ˚E1qq Ñ N
˚
pcE0q bN
˚
pcE1q
which verifies$’’&’’’%
Ξp1pF0˚F1,εqq “ p´1q
|pF0,1q|¨|pF1,εq|1pF0,1q b 1pF1,εq if pF1, εq ‰ pH, 0q.
Ξp1pF0,0qq “ 1pF0,0q b λcE1 , with λcE1 “ 1pH,1q
`
ÿ
ePVpE1q
1pe,0q.
We also denote Ξ: N
˚
pE0 ˚ E1q Ñ N
˚
pcE0q bN
˚
pE1q the restriction of Ξ.
Lemma 7.3. The morphisms θ and Ξ are chain maps. Moreover,
(1) if E0 “ H then θ and Ξ are isomorphisms,
(2) Ξ is compatible with the cup products,
(3) θ and Ξ are compatible with the cap product, i.e.,
θpΞ
`
1pF0˚F1,εq
˘ rX prcE0s b rcE1sqq “ 1pF0˚F1,εq X rcpE0 ˚ E1qs, and
θpΞ p1F0˚F1q rX prcE0s b rE1sqq “ 1F0˚F1 X rE0 ˚ E1s
where r∇s is the maximal simplex of an euclidean simplex ∇, pF0 ˚ F1, εq, is a
face of cpE0 ˚ E1q and F0 ˚ F1, is a face of E0 ˚ E1.
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We postpone the proof of this Lemma and deduce first some properties on
amalgamations from it.
Definition 7.4. Let us consider the elementary k-amalgamation Arks : ∆ Ñ
∆1 with k P t0, . . . , n ´ 1u (see Definition 7.1). We define two homomorphisms
Arks˚ : rN˚p∆q Ñ rN˚p∆1q and Arks˚ : rN˚p∆1q Ñ rN˚p∆q by
(7.2) Arks˚ “ idb ¨ ¨ ¨ b idloooooomoooooon
n´k´1 times
b θ b idb ¨ ¨ ¨ b idloooooomoooooon
k times
and
(7.3) Arks˚ “ idb ¨ ¨ ¨ b idloooooomoooooon
n´k´1 times
b Ξ b idb ¨ ¨ ¨ b idloooooomoooooon
k times
If there is not ambiguity, we use the notation A˚ and A
˚ for these two maps
and a for the index map. In order to get coherent notation, we write } ´ }0 “ 0.
Proposition 7.5. Let A : ∆ Ñ ∆1 be an elementary k-amalgamation. Then,
the maps A˚ and A
˚ defined above satisfy the following properties.
(1) They are chain maps and A˚ is compatible with the cup product.
(2) Let ω P rN˚p∆1q, then we have
A˚pA
˚pωq rX r∆q “ ω rX Ă∆1.
(3) In the case of simple amalgamations, they are isomorphisms.
(4) For each regular face operator δℓ : ∇ Ñ ∆ we denote by A
˚
∆ the previous map
and by A˚
∇
the map corresponding to the amalgamation induced on ∇. Then
we have
δ˚ℓ ˝A
˚
∇ “ A
˚
∆ ˝ δ
˚
ℓ .
(5) The map A˚ decreases the perverse degree, i.e., for ω P rN˚p∆1q and ℓ P N∆,
we have
}A˚pωq}ℓ ď }ω}apℓq.
Moreover, if the amalgamation is simple, this inequality becomes an equality,
}A˚pωq}ℓ “ }ω}apℓq.
Proof. The properties (1) and (3) are consequences of Lemma 7.3 (2),(1).
(2) From the definition of A˚ and A
˚ it suffices to apply Lemma 7.3 (3).
(4) Direct from definitions.
(5) Let ω “ 1pF0,ε0qb¨ ¨ ¨b1pFn´k´2,εn´k´2qb1pFn´k´1˚Fn´k,εqb1pFn´k`1,εn´k`1qb
¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Fn P rN˚p∆1q. We distinguish two cases (see Definitions 7.2, 7.4):
‚ Suppose pFn´k, εq ‰ pH, 0q. We have, up to a sign, A
˚pωq “ ˘1pF0,ε0q b
¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn´k´2,εn´k´2q b 1pFn´k´1,1q b 1pFn´k,εq b 1pFn´k`1,εn´k`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
1pFn,εnq. The result comes from
}A˚pωq}ℓ “
$&% }ω}ℓ´1 if ℓ ě k ` 2´8 if ℓ “ k ` 1
}ω}ℓ if ℓ ď k
ď
"
}ω}ℓ´1 if ℓ ě k ` 1
}ω}ℓ if ℓ ď k
“ }ω}apℓq,
for ℓ P N∆.
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‚ Suppose pFn´k, εq “ pH, 0q. We have the equality A
˚pωq “ 1pF0,ε0qb¨ ¨ ¨b
1pFn´k´2,εk´2q b 1pFn´k´1,0q b 1pH,1q b 1pFn´k`1,εn´k`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn,εnq `ř
ePVp∆kq
1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn´k´2,εn´k´2q b 1pFn´k´1,0q b 1pe,0qb
1pFn´k`1,εn´k`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFn,εnq. Then we have
}A˚pωq}ℓ “
"
}ω}ℓ´1 if ℓ ě k ` 2
}ω}ℓ if ℓ ď k
“ }ω}apℓq,
for ℓ P N∆. Since the amalgamation is simple, the equality comes from
the fact that k ` 1 R N∆.

Proof of Lemma 7.3. We begin with the compatibility with the differentials.
Let H “ pF0, ε0q b pF1, ε1q and suppose ε0 “ 1 and |pF1, ε1q| ě 2. We have
θBH “ θppBF0, 1q b pF1, ε1qq ` p´1q
|pF0,1q|θppF0, 1q b pBF1, ε1qq
`p´1q|pF0,1q`|F1|`1
"
0 if ε1 “ 0
θppF0, 1q b pF1, 0qq if ε1 “ 1
“ pBF0 ˚ F1, ε1q ` p´1q
|pF0,1q|pF0 ˚ BF1, ε1q
`
"
0 if ε1 “ 0
p´1q|pF0,1q`|F1|`1pF0 ˚ F1, 0q if ε1 “ 1
“ BpF0 ˚ F1, ε1q
On the other hand, we get BθH “ BpF0˚F1, ε1q and we have established the equality
θB “ Bθ in the case ε0 “ 1 and |pF1, ε1q| ě 2. The proof is similar in the other
cases. The compatibility of Ξ with the differentials follows by duality.
(1) If E0 “ H, then ε0 “ 1 and, by definition of the map θ, we have θppH, 1qb
pF1, ε1qq “ pF1, ε1q. Therefore, θ is an isomorphism and so is Ξ by duality.
(2) Let 1pF0˚F1,εq,1pF 10˚F 11,ε1q P
rN˚pcpE0 ˚ E1qq. We suppose that pF1, εq and
pF 11, ε
1q are different from pH, 0q. Let us considerA “ Ξ
`
1pF0˚F1,εq
˘
YΞ
`
1pF 1
0
˚F 1
1
,ε1q
˘
and B “ Ξ
`
1pF0˚F1,εq Y 1pF 10˚F 11,ε1q
˘
. A direct computation gives the following
equalities from definitions.
A “ p´1q|pF0,1q|¨|pF1,εq|`|pF
1
0
,1q|¨|pF 1
1
,ε1q|
`
1pF0,1q b 1pF1,εq
˘
Y
`
1pF 1
0
,1q b 1pF 1
1
,ε1q
˘
“
p´1q|pF1,εq|¨|pF
1
0
,1q|`|pF0,1q|¨|pF1,εq|`|pF
1
0
,1q|¨|pF 1
1
,ε1q|
`
1pF0,1q Y 1pF 10,1q
˘
b
`
1pF1,εq Y 1pF 11,ε1q
˘
If pF 10, εq “ pH, 0q and F1, F
1
1 are compatibles (see Definition 4.1), we have
A “ p´1q|pF1,0q|p|pF0,1q|`|pF
1
1
,ε1q|q1pF0,1q b 1pF1YF 11,ε1q
“ p´1q|pF0˚F1,0q|¨|pF
1
1
,ε1q|Ξp1pF0˚F1YF 11,ǫ1qq “ B.
If pF 10, εq “ pH, 1q and pF
1
1, ε
1q “ pH, 1q, we have A “ p´1q|pF0,1q|¨|pF1,1q|1pF0,1q b
1pF1,1q “ Ξp1pF0˚F1,1qq “ B. In the other cases we have A “ B “ 0.
We have established the equality A “ B in the case where pF1, εq and pF
1
1, ε
1q
are different from pH, 0q. The verification is similar in the other cases.
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(3) Suppose pF1, εq ‰ pH, 0q. We have
C “ θpΞp1pF0˚F1,εqq rX prcE0s b rcE1sqq
“ p ´ 1q|pF0,1q|¨|pF1,εq|θpp1pF0,1q b 1pF1,εqq rX prcE0s b rcE1sqq
“ p´1q|pF1,εq|¨|cE0|`|pF0,1q|¨|pF1,εq|θpp1pF0,1q X rcE0sq b p1pF1,εq X rcE1sqq.
We apply the definition of cap product (6.2) and we consider three different cases.
‚ If F0 “ E0, F1 “ E1 and ε “ 1, we have
C “ θprvs b rvsq “ rvs “ 1pF0˚F1,εq X rcpE0 ˚ E1qs.
‚ If F0 “ E0, F1 YG1 “ E1 and ε “ 0, we have
C “ θprvs b pG1, 1qq “ pG1, 1q “ 1pF0˚F1,εq X rcpE0 ˚E1qs.
‚ The other cases correspond to C “ 1pF0˚F1,εq X rcpE0 ˚ E1qs “ 0.
We have established the property (3) in the case pF1, εq ‰ pH, 0q. The verifi-
cation is similar in the other cases.

8. Stratified maps: the global level. Theorem A.
Let f : X Ñ Y be a stratified map, σ : ∆σ Ñ X and f ˝ σ : ∆f˝σ Ñ Y filtered
simplices of X and Y respectively. In [4, Corollary A.25] we have proved that the
filtrations ∆σ and ∆f˝σ (of the same euclidean simplex ∆) are connected by an
amalgamation, more exactly, by a finite sequence A1 of elementary amalgamations
and a finite sequence A´12 of inverse of simple amalgamations as follows.
∆σ
∆f˝σ
Aσ
“ ∆0˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆j0loooooomoooooon
∆1i0
hkkkkkkikkkkkkj
∆10˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆
1
i0
˚
˚
∆j0`1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆j1looooooooomooooooooon
∆1i1
hkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkj
∆1i0`1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆
1
i1
˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚
∆ja´1`1˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆jaloooooooooomoooooooooon
∆1ia
hkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkj
∆1ia´1`1˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆
1
ia
A1
A
´1
2
We denote the amalgamation Aσ “ A
´1
2 ˝ A1, with A1 “ A1,1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ A1,u
and A2 “ A2,1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ A2,v. The elementary amalgamations A1,i (resp. simple
amalgamations A2,j) are written in a canonical way, going from the left to the
right.
8.1. µ-amalgamation. Mention the amalgamation of ∆σ collecting all the
filtration in one factor. We call it the µ-amalgamation A2σ : ∆σ Ñ ∆. The induced
map A2σ,˚ : rN˚p∆σq Ñ N˚p∆q is defined by
nâ
i“0
pFi, εiq ù pF0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Fℓ, 0q b
â
iąℓ
pFi, εiq ù
"
F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Fℓ if |pF, ǫq|ąℓ “ 0
0 otherwise,
with εn “ 0 and ℓ is the smallest integer, j, such that εj “ 0 (see Definition 6.1).
We recover the map µ˚ of (6.4). We also define µ
˚ “ A2˚σ .
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With the previous notations, we notice the commutativity of the following
diagram
(8.1) ∆σ
Aσ //
A
2
σ

∆f˝σ
A
2
f˝σ||①①
①
①
①
①
①
①
∆
If p is a perversity onX and q is a perversity on Y with p ď f˚q, we have proved
in [5, Proposition 3.6] that the map f induces a homomorphism f˚ : H
p
˚
pX ;Rq Ñ
H
p
˚
pY ;Rq. We define now the induced map in blown-up intersection cohomology
and study its properties.
Definition 8.1. Let f : X Ñ Y be a stratified map. The induced map
f : rN˚pY ;Rq Ñ rN˚pX ;Rq is the map defined by pf˚ωqσ “ A˚σωf˝σ, for each
ω P rN˚pY ;Rq and each regular simplex σ : ∆σ Ñ X .
With Proposition 7.5(4) this definition makes sense. It generalizes the notion
of induced map of Proposition 3.5 (see Remark 3.6).
Theorem A. Let f : X Ñ Y be a stratified map.
(1) The induced morphism f˚ : rN˚pY ;Rq Ñ rN˚pX ;Rq is a chain map.
(2) The map f˚ is compatible with the cup product.
(3) The maps f˚ : C˚pX ;Rq Ñ C˚pY ;Rq and f
˚ : rN˚pY ;Rq Ñ rN˚pX ;Rq verify
f˚pf
˚ω X ξq “ ω X f˚ξ.
for each ω P rN˚pY ;Rq and each ξ P C
˚
pX ;Rq.
(4) Let p be a perversity on X and q a perversity on Y such that p ě f˚q. Then
f induces a chain map f˚ : rN˚
q
pY ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p
pX ;Rq, thus a homomorphism
f˚ : H
˚
q
pX ;Rq Ñ H
˚
p
pY ;Rq.
As a GM-perversity verifies p ě f˚p, the previous Theorem has an adaptation
in this context.
Corollary 8.2. Let f : X Ñ Y be a stratified map and p a GM-perversity.
Then f induces a homomorphism f˚ : H
˚
p
pY ;Rq Ñ H
˚
p
pX ;Rq compatible with
cup products.
The maps induced in cohomology and homology for a GM-perversity satisfy
also the condition (3) of Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. Properties (1) and (2) are direct consequences of
Proposition 7.5.
(3) Notice first that f˚ : C˚pX ;Rq Ñ C˚pY ;Rq is well defined since f˚ preserves
filtered simplices (see [4, Theorem F]) and fpXzΣXq Ă Y zΣY , since f is stratified.
We can suppose that ξ is a regular simplex σ : ∆σ Ñ X . Applying Propo-
sition 7.5(2) repeatedly we have Aσ,˚pA
˚
σωf˝σ rX r∆σq “ ωf˝σ rX r∆f˝σ. The result
follows from
f˚pf
˚ω X σq “ f˚σ˚µ∆σ,˚ppf
˚ωqσ rX r∆σq “ f˚σ˚µ∆σ,˚pA˚σωf˝σ rX r∆σq
(8.1)
“ f˚σ˚µ∆f˝σ ,˚Aσ,˚pA
˚
σωf˝σ rX r∆σq “ pf ˝ σq˚µ∆f˝σ,˚pωf˝σ rX r∆f˝σq
“ ω X f˚pσq.
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(4) Let ω P rN˚
q
pY ;Rq. Let σ : ∆ Ñ X be a regular simplex and S a singular
stratum of X with Imσ X S ‰ H. We have to prove
}ω}Sf ď qpS
f q ñ }f˚ω}S ď ppSq
Since p ě f˚q, it suffices to prove }A˚σωf˝σ}codimS ď }ωf˝σ}codimSf . Recall the
decomposition, Aσ “ A
´1
2,v ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ A
´1
2,1 ˝ A1,1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ A1,u, at the beginning of the
section and denote by a1,i, a2,j the associated index maps. We have
codimSf “ pa´12,v ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ a
´1
2,1 ˝ a1,1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ a1,uqpcodimSq
(see (7.1)). Now, the result follows from Proposition 7.5 (5). 
Part 2. Properties of the Blown-up intersection cohomology
We present the properties of the blown-up intersection cohomology used in
this work. We end this Part by comparing this cohomology with the intersection
cohomology obtained from the dual cochains.
9. U-small chains. Theorem B.
We establish a Theorem of U-small filtered simplices, where U is an open cover
of X (Theorem B).
Let ∆ be an euclidean simplex whose vertices are e0, . . . , em. Let eti0...ipu be
the barycenter of the simplex rei0 , . . . , eips and Sub∆ the simplicial complex given
by the barycentric subdivision of ∆. The subdivision linear map, Sub˚ : N˚p∆q Ñ
N˚pSub∆q, is defined by Sub˚rei0 , . . . , eips “ p´1q
ppSub˚Brei0 , . . . , eipsq ˚ eti0...ipu.
Any face of Sub∆ appears at most once in the expression of Sub˚ and some faces
do not.
Definition 9.1. An ℓ-simplex of Sub∆ is a subdividing simplex if it appears
in the subdivision of an ℓ-simplex of ∆.
From the definition of Sub˚ we know that the subdividing simplices of Sub∆
are the simplices of the form
∇ “ rei0 , eti0i1u, eti0i1i2u, . . . , eti0...ipus.
The vertex ei0 is the first vertex and the vertex eip is the last vertex of ∇. We write
eip “ der∇.
The transpose map of Sub˚ is denoted by Sub
˚ : N
˚
pSub∆q Ñ N
˚
p∆q. It is
defined on the subdividing simplices by
Sub˚p1rei0 ,eti0i1u,eti0i1i2u,...,eti0...ipusq “ 1rei0 ,...,eip s,
and by 0 on the other simplices. Since the linear map Sub˚ is compatible with
differentials, then Sub˚ also is a cochain map.
To construct a homotopy between the barycentric subdivision operator and
the identity, we consider the simplicial complex Kp∆q, whose simplices are the
joins, F ˚G, of a simplex F of ∆ and of a simplex G of Sub∆, such that: if F “
rei0 , . . . , eip s and G “ reJ0, . . . , eJks, then ti0, . . . , ipu Ă Jℓ, for each ℓ P t0, . . . , ku.
In addition, simplices F and G can be empty, but not simultaneously, making ∆
and Sub∆ two sub-complexes of Kp∆q.
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The homotopy operator, T : N
˚
p∆q Ñ N
˚`1
pKp∆qq, defined by
T rei0, . . . , eips “ p´1q
p`1
`
rei0 , . . . , eips ´ T Brei0, . . . , eips
˘
˚ eti0...ipu, verifies
pBT ` T BqpF q “ F ´ Sub˚pF q.
In particular, T takes the values, T pe0q “ ´e0 ˚ et0u and T re0, e1s “ re0e1s ˚ et01u´
e0 ˚ ret0u, et0,1us ` e1 ˚ ret1u, et0,1us.
Definition 9.2. A full simplex of Kp∆q is a simplex of the form
F ˚G “ rei0 , . . . , eips ˚ reti0...ipu, eti0...ipip`1u, . . . , eti0...ip...ip`rus.
The vertex eip`r is the last vertex of F ˚G and denoted by der pF ˚Gq.
Note that if F ˚ G is full and p “ 0, then G is subdividing in the sense of
Definition 9.1.
Endow the simplex ∆ with a filtration, ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n, compatible with
the order considered on the vertices, cf. (2.2). The simplicial complex Sub∆ is
a weighted simplicial complex, associating to the vertex eti0...ipu the weight ℓ if
we have rei0 , . . . , eipsŸ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆ℓ and rei0 , . . . , eips ­Ÿ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆ℓ´1. Since the
family of the vertices of Kp∆q is the union of those of ∆ and those of Sub∆, the
complex Kp∆q also is a weighted simplicial complex. The chosen canonical basis
of rN˚pKp∆qq is composed of elements of the form,
1pF˚G,εq “ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFq˚Gq,εqq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pGn´1,εn´1q b 1Gn ,
with F “ F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ FqŸ∆ and G “ Gq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚GnŸSub∆.
Remark 9.3. The linear operator Sub˚ does not necessarily respect the filter
degree of simplices. Consider ∆ “ re0s ˚ re1, e2s. Previous computations give
Sub˚p1re1,et0,1usq “ 1re1,e0s. Taking into account the filtration defined on Sub∆,
one has re1, et0,1us “ H˚ re1, et0,1us and re1, e0s “ ´re0s ˚ re1s, from which one gets
Sub˚p1H˚re1,et0,1usq “ ´1re0s˚re1s.
More generally, let ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n and let ∇ “ ∇0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∇nŸSub∆. The
previous example shows that the use of Sub˚ for the construction of a cochain
morphism,ĄSub : N˚pc∇0qb¨ ¨ ¨bN˚pc∇n´1qbN˚p∇nq Ñ N˚pc∆0qb¨ ¨ ¨bN˚pc∆n´1qbN˚p∆nq,
requires a reordering of the vertices according to the filtrations of ∆ and Sub∆. To
avoid this difficulty we define below the morphism ĄSub∆ : rN˚pSub∆q Ñ rN˚p∆q
and the homotopy rT∆ : rN˚pKp∆qq Ñ rN˚´1p∆q by induction.
The two canonical injections of ∆ and Sub∆ into Kp∆q induce the chain com-
plex epimorphisms,
‚ ι˚∆ :
rN˚pKp∆qq Ñ rN˚p∆q, defined by the identity on the elements 1pF,εq
with FŸ∆ and 0 elsewhere,
‚ ι˚Sub∆ :
rN˚pKp∆qq Ñ rN˚pSub∆q, defined by the identity on the elements
1pG,εq with GŸSub∆ and 0 elsewhere.
Lemma 9.4. There exist a linear map, rT∆ : rN˚pKp∆qq Ñ rN˚´1p∆q, and a
complex cochain morphism, ĄSub∆ : rN˚pSub∆q Ñ rN˚p∆q, verifying
(9.1) rT∆ ˝ rδKp∆q ` rδ∆ ˝ rT∆ “ ι˚∆ ´ ĄSub∆ ˝ ι˚Sub∆,
where rδKp∆q and rδ∆ are the differentials on rN˚pKp∆qq and rN˚p∆q.
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9.1. Construction of ĄSub∆ and rT∆. The homotopy rT∆ is constructed by
induction at the level of the full blow up’s, rNall,˚pKp∆qq and rNall,˚´1p∆q, speci-
fying its value on the elements 1pF˚G,εq, with FŸ∆ and GŸSub∆.
We set rT∆p1pF˚G,εqq “ 0 if F ˚ G is not full, in the sense of Definition 9.2.
Now, let,
1pF˚G,εq “ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFq˚Gq,εqq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pGn´1,εn´1q b 1pGn,εnq,
with F ˚G full. We use a double induction, on the length n of the filtration of ∆
and on the dimension of the component pGn, εnq. We set ∆ “ ∇ ˚∆n.
a) If dimpGn, εnq “ 0, we distinguish three cases
i) If Gn “ H and εn “ 1, then F ˚GŸ∇ and we set:
(9.2) rT∆p1pF˚G,εq b 1pH,1qq “ rT∇p1pF˚G,εqq b 1pH,1q.
ii) If dimGn “ 0, εn “ 0 and q ă n, then Gn “ reJ s, where eJ is the barycenter
of a face of ∆. Let eα “ der pGq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨˚Gnq the last vertex of the face G and
G1 “ Gq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Gn´1. (Notice eα P ∆n, otherwise the weight of the vertex
eJ of Sub∆ would be n´ 1.) We set:
(9.3) rT∆p1pF˚G1,εq b 1preJ s,0qq “ rT∇p1pF˚G1,εqq b 1preαs,0q.
iii) If dimGn “ 0, εn “ 0 and q “ n, then G “ Gn “ retF us is reduced to
the barycenter of the face F . (Notice Fn ‰ H otherwise the weight of the
barycenter of F could not be n in Sub∆.) We set:
(9.4) rT∆p1pF,εq ˚ etF uq “ p´1q|pF,εq|1pF,εq.
b) If dimpGn, εnq ě 1, then Gn ‰ H and we set eα “ der pGq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ Gnq the last
vertex of the face G. We write Gn “ G
1
n ˚ eJ , so that G
1 “ Gq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Gn´1 ˚G
1
n
is subdividing and eα is a vertex of the face J for which eJ is the barycenter.
We set:
(9.5) rT∆p1pF˚G1,εq ˚ eJq “ rT∆p1pF˚G1,εqq ˚ eα.
The construction of rT∆ does not change the value of εn; moreover, the image
of an element 1pF˚G,εq with εn “ 0 and Gn ‰ H also has a non-empty component
in ∆n. So we built a linear maprT∆ : rN˚pKp∆qq Ñ rN˚´1p∆q.
We construct the map ĄSub∆ : rN˚pSub∆q Ñ rN˚p∆q from rT∆, byĄSub∆ “ ´rT∆ ˝ rδKp∆q.
Remark 9.5. To any simplex, F ˚G, of Kp∆q, we associate a family of vertices,
V∆pF ˚Gq, consisting of the vertices of F and the vertices of the faces of ∆ having
a vertex of G as barycenter. Adding the virtual vertices, we set V∆p1pF˚G,εqq “
V∆pF ˚G, εq. By construction of rT∆, we have
V∆p1pF˚G,εqq “ V∆prT∆p1pF˚G,εqqq.
The proof of Lemma 9.4 is postponed to the end of the proof of Lemma 9.4,
page 34. First, we take advantage of this result in terms of the blown-up intersection
cohomology.
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Let pX, pq be a perverse space. Recall that a cochain ω P rN˚
p
pX ;Rq associates
to any regular filtered simplex σ : ∆Ñ X , a cochain ωσ P rN˚σ and verifies }ω} ď p,
}δω} ď p and δ˚ℓ pωσq “ ωBℓσ, for any regular face operator, δℓ.
Definition 9.6. Let U be an open cover of X . A U-small simplex is a regular
simplex, σ : ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n Ñ X , such that there exists U P U with Imσ Ă U .
The family of U-small simplices is denoted by SimpU .
The blown-up complex of U-small cochains of X with coefficients in R, writtenrN˚,U pX ;Rq, is the cochain complex made up of elements ω, associating to any
U-small simplex, σ : ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n Ñ X , an element ωσ P rN˚p∆q, so that
δ˚ℓ pωσq “ ωBℓσ, for any face operator, δℓ : ∆
1
0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆
1
n Ñ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n, with
∆1n ‰ H. If p is a perversity on X , we denote by rN˚,Up pX ;Rq the complex of
U-small cochains verifying }ω} ď p and }δω} ď p.
The following Theorem compares the complexes rN˚
p
pX ;Rq and rN˚,U
p
pX ;Rq.
Theorem B. Let pX, pq be a perverse space endowed with an open cover, U .
Let ρU : rN˚p pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚,Up pX ;Rq be the restriction map. The following properties
are verified.
(i) There exist a cochain map, ϕU : rN˚,Up pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚p pX ;Rq, and a homotopy,
Θ: rN˚
p
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚´1
p
pX ;Rq, such that
ρU ˝ ϕU “ id and δ ˝Θ`Θ ˝ δ “ id´ ϕU ˝ ρU .
(ii) Furthermore, if the cochain ω P rN˚,Up pX ;Rq is such that there exists a subset
K Ă X for which ωσ “ 0 if pImσq X K “ H, then ϕU pωq also verifies
pϕU pωqqσ “ 0 if pImσq XK “ H.
As an immediate consequence of property (i) we get the following corollary.
Corollary 9.7. The restriction map, ρU : rN˚p pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚,Up pX ;Rq, is a
quasi-isomorphism.
First we establish the existence of a subdivision at the level of the blown-up
complex.
Proposition 9.8. Consider X a filtered space. The maps rT∆ and ĄSub∆ extend
as rT: rN˚pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚´1pX ;Rq and as ĄSub : rN˚pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚pX ;Rq verifying
(9.6) rT ˝ δ ` δ ˝ rT “ id´ ĄSub .
Proof. We first construct a homotopy, rT: rN˚pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚´1pX ;Rq, from
the maps rT∆ previously defined.
Let σ : ∆ Ñ X be a filtered simplex and ω P rNkpX ;Rq. A simplex F ˚ G of
Kp∆q can be described by its vertices, F ˚G “ rei0 , . . . , eir , etF0u, . . . , etFsus, where
ej is a vertex of ∆ and etFju P VpSub∆q is the barycenter of the face FjŸ∆. It
follows etFju P ∆ and we define a filtered simplex of X , σF˚G : F ˚ G Ñ X , using
the barycentric coordinates by
(9.7) σ
F˚G
p
ÿ
j
tjej `
ÿ
ℓ
uℓetFℓuq “ σp
ÿ
j
tjej `
ÿ
ℓ
uℓetFℓuq.
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Thanks to Proposition 2.8, we define ωKp∆q P rNkpKp∆qq by
ωKp∆q “
ÿ
F˚GŸKp∆q
|pF˚G,εq|“k
ωσ
F˚G
pF ˚G, εq1pF˚G,εq.
Write now
prTpωqqσ “ rT∆pωKp∆qq
and verify that we obtain an element of rN˚pX ;Rq. Let σ : ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n Ñ X
be a regular simplex and τ “ σ ˝ δℓ : ∇ Ñ X , where δℓ : ∇ Ñ ∆ is a regular
face operator. Since ωKp∆q P rNkpKp∆qq then δ˚ℓ ωKp∆q “ ωKp∇q. The maps
δ˚ℓ :
rN˚p∆q Ñ rN˚p∇q and δ˚ℓ : rN˚pKp∆qq Ñ rN˚pKp∇qq are defined by
δ˚ℓ p1pF,εqq “
"
1pF,εq if FŸ∇,
0 if not,
and δ˚ℓ p1pF˚G,εqq “
"
1pF˚G,εq if F ˚GŸKp∇q,
0 if not.
From these calculations and from Remark 9.5, directly follows the commutativity
of the following diagram,
rN˚pKp∆qq rT∆ //
δ˚
ℓ

rN˚´1p∆q
δ˚
ℓ
rN˚pKp∇qq rT∇ // rN˚´1p∇q,
from which we deduce, δ˚ℓ
rTpωqσ “ δ˚ℓ rT∆pωKp∆qq “ rT∇pδ˚ℓ ωKp∆qq “ rT∇pωKp∇qq “rTpωqτ . Thus the map rT: rN˚pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚´1pX ;Rq is well defined. Now we proceed
to the construction of ĄSub : rN˚pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚pX ;Rq from the operators ĄSub∆ of
Lemma 9.4. Let σ : ∆ Ñ X be a regular simplex and let ω P rNkpX ;Rq. If G is a
face of Sub∆, we denote by ιG : GÑ ∆ the canonical injection and we define (cf.
Proposition 2.8)
ωSub∆ “
ÿ
GŸSub∆
|pG,εq|“k
ωσ˝ιGpG, εq1pG,εq and p
ĄSubωqσ “ ĄSub∆pωSub∆q.
Notice
ι˚Sub∆
`
ωKp∆q
˘
“
ÿ
F˚GŸKp∆q
|pF˚G,εq|“k
ωσ
F˚G
pF ˚G, εq ι˚Sub∆
`
1pF˚G,εq
˘
“
ÿ
GŸSub∆
|pG,εq|“k
ωσ˝ιGpG, εq1pG,εq “ ωSub∆.
We also have ι˚∆
`
ωKp∆q
˘
“ ωσ. It follows, by using Lemma 9.4,
ωσ ´ prTδωqσ ´ pδrTωqσ “ ι˚∆ `ωKp∆q˘´ rT∆ ´rδKp∆qωKp∆q¯´ rδ∆rT∆ `ωKp∆q˘
“ ĄSub∆ `ι˚Sub∆pωKp∆qq˘ “ ĄSub∆ pωSub∆q “ ´ĄSub pωq¯
σ
We have shown ĄSub pωq P rN˚pX ;Rq and the equality rT ˝ δ` δ ˝ rT “ id´ ĄSub . 
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Proof of Theorem B. (i) We prove }rTpωq} ď }ω} and }ĄSub pωq} ď }ω}, by
working on the chosen basis and the various possible cases. Making reference to
Definition 2.5, since maps rT and ĄSub do not modify the value of the parameter ε
then we can limit ourselves to the case εn´ℓ “ 0, with ℓ P t1, . . . , nu. We proceed
by induction on the complex rNallp∆q, the case n “ 0 being obvious. With the
notations used in the construction of rT, the following properties are verified.
‚ (9.2): if Gn “ H and εn “ 1, the desired inequality comes from
}rT∆p1pF˚G,εqq b 1pH,1q}ℓ “ " 0 if ℓ “ 1,}rT∆p1pF˚G,εqq}ℓ´1 if ℓ ą 1,
ď
"
0 if ℓ “ 1,
}1pF˚G,εq}ℓ´1 if ℓ ą 1,
ď }1pF˚G,εq b 1pH,1q}ℓ.
‚ The justifications of (9.3) and (9.4) are similar.
‚ (9.5): if dimpGn, εnq ě 1, we denote by ℓpαq the weight of the generator
eα of ∆. By construction of rT∆, we have
}rT∆p1pF˚G1,εqq ˚ eα}ℓ “
#
}rT∆p1pF˚G1,εqq}ℓif ℓpαq ď n´ ℓ,
}rT∆p1pF˚G1,εqq}ℓ ` 1if ℓpαq ą n´ ℓ, ď }1pF˚G,εq}ℓ.
To study the perverse degree of ĄSub∆p´q, consider a subdividing face GŸSub∆
with first term e0. By definition of ĄSub∆, one has, for each ℓ P t1, . . . , nu,
}ĄSub∆1pG,εq}ℓ “ }rT∆rδKp∆q1pG,εq}ℓ “ }rT∆p1pG,εq˚e0q}ℓ ď }1pG,εq˚e0}ℓ “ }1pG,εq}ℓ.
(The last equality uses the fact that e0, being the first vertex of G, lies in the
smallest filtration of G.) Together with Proposition 9.8, this proves that rT andĄSub define two maps from the complex rN˚
p
pX ;Rq to itself.
We construct a cochain map, ϕU : rN˚,Up pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚p pX ;Rq, and a homotopy,
Θ: rN˚
p
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚´1
p
pX ;Rq, such that ρU ˝ϕU “ id and δ˝Θ`Θ˝δ “ id´ϕU ˝ρU .
Write Ψ1 “ rT and, for m ě 2, ĄSubm “ ĄSubm´1 ˝ ĄSub and Ψm “ ř0ďiăm rT ˝ĄSub i. A simple calculation using (9.6) gives
(9.8) δ ˝Ψm `Ψm ˝ δ “
ÿ
0ďiăm
δ ˝ rT ˝ ĄSub i ` rT ˝ ĄSub i ˝ δ “ id´ ĄSubm.
If σ : ∆Ñ X is a regular simplex, we denote by mpσq the smallest integer such
that the simplices of Submpσq∆ have their image by σ included in an open subset
of the cover U . If F is a simplex of ∆, we denote by σF : F Ñ X the restriction of σ
and by pF, εqŸr∆ the fact that pF, εq is a face of the blow up r∆. Let ω P rNkpX ;Rq.
The homotopy Θ is defined by
pΘpωqqσ “
ÿ
pF,εqŸ r∆
|pF,εq|“k´1
`
ΨmpσF qpωq
˘
σF
pF, εq1pF,εq.
Since the coefficient of 1pF,εq depends only on σF and ε then we get the compatibility
with the faces. In order to construct ϕU , we calculate δ ˝ Θ and Θ ˝ δ. Following
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(2.1), we have
(9.9) δ1pF,εq “ p´1q
k
ÿ
pF,εqŸBp∇,κq
npF,ε,∇,κq1p∇,κq,
where pF, εqŸBp∇, κq means that pF, εq runs over the proper faces of p∇, κq and
Bp∇, κq “
ÿ
pF,εqŸBp∇,κq
npF,ε,∇,κqpF, εq.
We deduce, for all ω P rNkpX ;Rq,
pδΘpωqqσ “ p´1q
k
ÿ
pF,εqŸ r∆
|pF,εq|“k´1
ÿ
pF,εqŸBp∇,κq
p∇,κqŸ r∆
npF,ε,∇,κq
`
ΨmpσF qpωq
˘
σF
pF, εq1p∇,κq.
On the other hand, the definition of Θ implies
pΘpδωqqσ “
ÿ
p∇,κqŸ r∆
|p∇,κq|“k
`
Ψmpσ∇qpδωq
˘
σ∇
p∇, κq1p∇,κq
“p9.8q ωσ ´
ÿ
p∇,κqŸ r∆
|p∇,κq|“k
ˆĄSubmpσ∇qpωq˙
σ∇
p∇, κq1p∇,κq
´
ÿ
p∇,κqŸ r∆
|p∇,κq|“k
`
δΨmpσ∇qpωq
˘
σ∇
p∇, κq1p∇,κq.
It follows, again by using (9.9),
ppδΘ `Θδ ´ idqpωqqσ “ ´pϕU pωqqσ
with
´pϕU pωqqσ “ ´
ÿ
p∇,κqŸ r∆
|p∇,κq|“k
ˆĄSubmpσ∇qpωq˙
σ∇
p∇, κq1p∇,κq`
p´1qk
ÿ
pF,εqŸ r∆
|pF,εq|“k´1
ÿ
pF,εqŸBp∇,κq
p∇,κqŸ r∆
npF,ε,∇,κq
`
pΨmpσF q ´Ψmpσ∇qqpωq
˘
σF
pF, εq1p∇,κq.
Observe that pϕU pωqqσ is well defined for all ω P rNkpX ;Rq but we have to show that
it is also well defined for every ω P rN˚,U pX ;Rq and any regular simplex σ : ∆Ñ X .
The first term of the sum above is defined since the cochains pĄSubmpωqqσ∇ are well
defined for any m ě mpσ∇q. The second term is also well defined since mpσF q ď
mpσ∇q and the cochain pĄSubmpωqqσF is defined for any m ě mpσF q. So we have
ϕU pωq P rN˚pX ;Rq.
The equality δ ˝ Θ ` Θ ˝ δ “ id ´ ϕU ˝ ρU is thus verified by construction of
ϕU and Θ. If ω P rN˚,U pX ;Rq and if σ is U-small, then mpσq “ 0 and the family of
indexes of the terms defining Ψmpσq is empty. Then
pρU pϕU pωqqqσ “ ϕU pωqσ “ ωσ ´ 0 “ ωσ.
We have therefore established ρU ˝ϕU “ id. From id´ϕU “ δ˝Θ`Θ˝δ, we deduce
δ ´ δ ˝ ϕU “ δ ˝Θ ˝ δ “ δ ´ ϕU ˝ δ, and the compatibility of ϕU with differentials.
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It remains to study the behavior of Θ and ϕU relatively to the perverse degree.
Since }Ψmpωq} ď }ω} and }ĄSub pωq} ď }ω}, we have, for any singular stratum,
S, }Θpωq}S ď }ω}S and }ϕUpωq}S ď }ω}S. This completes the proof of the
assertion (i).
(ii) Let ω P rN˚,U
p
pX ;Rq verifying the hypothesis of (ii) for a subset K Ă X .
Let σ : ∆Ñ X such that pImσq XK “ H. The element pϕU pωqqσ is defined from
cochains ωσF˚G , where σF˚G is the restriction of σ, as defined in (9.7). From this
formula, we find that ImσF˚G Ă Imσ, and then ωσF˚G “ 0 and pϕU pωqqσ “ 0. 
Proof of Lemma 9.4. We have to show that rT∆ : rN˚pKp∆qq Ñ rN˚´1p∆q
verifies (9.1). For it, we use Proposition 2.11 to express the value of the differential
δ in function of the adding of vertices.
(i) Start with 1pF,εq P rN˚p∆q. By definition, the face F is not a full face (see
Definition 9.2) on Kp∆q, then we have rT∆p1pF,εqq “ 0. On the other hand, the only
term of rδKp∆q1pF,εq having a non-zero image by rT∆ is 1pF,εq ˚ etF u where etF uis the
barycenter of the face F . Therefore one has, using (9.4),rT∆prδKp∆q1pF,εqq “ rT∆ ´p´1q|pF,εq|1pF,εq ˚ etF u¯ “ p´1q|pF,εq|p´1q|pF,εq|1pF,εq “ 1pF,εq.
It follows:
prT∆ ˝ rδKp∆q ` rδ∆ ˝ rT∆qp1pF,εqq “ pι˚∆ ´ ĄSub∆ ˝ ι˚Sub∆qp1pF,εqq.
(ii) Continue with a simplex, F ˚GŸKp∆q, such that F ‰ H and G ‰ H. In
this case, we have to show
(9.10) prT∆ ˝ rδKp∆q ` rδ∆ ˝ rT∆qp1pF˚G,εqq “ 0.
— We look first to the case of a full simplex distinguishing the various pos-
sibilities that appear in the construction of rT∆, located after the statement of
Lemma 9.4. We use a first recurrence assuming equality (9.10) holds for any fil-
tered euclidean simplex with formal dimension strictly less than n.
‚ If Gn “ H and εn “ 1, we have F ˚GŸKp∇q, then:rT∆ ´rδKp∆qp1pF˚G,εq b 1pH,1qq¯ “p1qrT∇ ´rδKp∇q1pF˚G,εq¯b 1pH,1q
`p´1q|pF˚G,εq|
ÿ
ePVpKp∆qnq
rT∆ `1pF˚G,εq b 1pH,1q ˚ e˘ “p2q
rT∇ ´rδKp∇q1pF˚G,εq¯b 1pH,1q
`p´1q|pF˚G,εq|
ÿ
ePVp∆nq
rT∇ `1pF˚G,εq˘b 1pH,1q ˚ e “p3q
´rδ∇rT∇ `1pF˚G,εq˘b 1pH,1q ` p´1q|pF˚G,εq|rT∇ `1pF˚G,εq˘b rδc∆n1pH,1q “p1q
´rδ∆rT∆ `1pF˚G,εq b 1pH,1qq˘ ,
where “p1q uses (9.2), “p2q uses (9.5) and (9.2), “p3q is the induction hypothesis on
∇.
‚ The argument is similar when dimGn “ 0 and εn “ 0. A second induction
on the dimension of Gn completes the proof in the case of a full simplex F ˚G.
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— If F ˚ G is not full and if the differential rδKp∆q1pF˚G,εq only involves non
full simplices, then the left hand side of (9.10) is zero and the result is true. So
we have to consider the case of a non full simplex whose differential involves full
simplices. Specifically, consider a full k-simplex F 1 ˚G1 with F 1 “ rei0 , . . . , eia s and
G1 “ reti0...iau, . . . , eti0...ia...ibus and including a non full pk ´ 1q-face F ˚ G with
F ‰ H and G ‰ H.
We need to establish
(9.11) rT∆rδKp∆q `1pF˚G,εq˘ “ 0.
Consider the various possible cases.
(a) Suppose a “ b, then F “ rei0 , . . . , eˆix , . . . , eias and G “ G
1 “ retF 1us. The
equality (9.11) is reduced to rT∆rδKp∆q `1pF,εq ˚ etF 1u˘ “ 0. By keeping in the
expression of the differential only the elements corresponding to full simplices,
we have:rT∆rδKp∆q `1pF,εq ˚ etF 1u˘ “ p´1qpF,εq`1rT∆ `1pF,εq ˚ etF 1u ˚ eix ` 1pF,εq ˚ etF 1u ˚ etF u˘
The definition of rT∆ gives,rT∆ `1pF,εq ˚ etF 1u ˚ eix˘ “ ´rT∆ `1pF,εq ˚ eix ˚ etF 1u˘ “ ´p´1q|pF 1,εq| 1pF,εq ˚ eix ,rT∆ `1pF,εq ˚ etF 1u ˚ etF u˘ “ ´rT∆ `1pF,εq ˚ etF u ˚ etF 1u˘
“ ´rT∆ `1pF,εq ˚ etF u˘ ˚ eix “ ´p´1q|pF,εq|1pF,εq ˚ eix .
The conclusion comes from |pF, εq| ` 1 “ |pF 1, εq|.
For the last two cases, we use an induction on the dimension of the component
Gn.
(b) Suppose a ă b and F “ rei0 , . . . , eˆix , . . . , eia s, then G “ G
1 “ L ˚ eti0...ia...ibu.
The equality (9.11) is reduced to rT∆rδKp∆q `1pF˚L,εq ˚ eti0...ia...ibu˘ “ 0. By
definition of rT∆ and following Corollary 2.12, one has:rT∆rδKp∆q `1pF˚L,εq ˚ eti0...ia...ibu˘ “ rT∆ ´rδKp∆q1pF˚L,εq¯ ˚ eib .
The simplex F ˚ L is not full and L ‰ H since a ă b. We can apply the
induction hypothesis, so rT∆rδKp∆q `1pF˚L,εq˘ “ 0.
(c) The argument is similar when G “ reti0...iau, . . . , eˆti0...ia...ixu, . . . , eti0...ia...ibus
and a ă b, and thus F “ F 1.
(iii) It remains to verify the equality (9.1) for elements 1pG,εq P rN˚pSub∆q. In
this case, it is actually the definition of ĄSub byĄSub1pG,εq “ ´´rT∆ ˝ rδKp∆q¯ p1pG,εqq,
the other terms being zero.
To complete the proof of Lemma 9.4, it remains to verify the compatibility ofĄSub with differentials,
(9.12) rδ∆ ˝ rT∆ ˝ rδKp∆qp1pG,εqq “ rT∆ ˝ rδKp∆q ˝ rδSub∆p1pG,εqq.
The two terms of this equation are zero except in the two following situations.
(i) G “ rei0 , . . . , eti0...iaus,
(ii) G “ rei0 , . . . , eˆti0...ixu, . . . , eti0...ix...iaus with x ă a.
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Detail each case.
(i) The term rδKp∆qp1pG,εqq has only one full term, p´1q|pG,εq|1pG,εq ˚ ei0 . The
term rδKp∆qrδSub∆p1pG,εqq has the following full terms ´řeij PVp∆q 1pG,εq˚eti0...iaiju˚
ei0 . We can deduce,rT∆rδKp∆qrδSub∆p1pG,εqq “ ´ ÿ
eij PVp∆q
rT∆p1pG,εq ˚ eti0...iaiju ˚ ei0q
“
ÿ
eij PVp∆q
rT∆p1pG,εq ˚ ei0q ˚ eij
“ p´1q|pG,εq|rδ∆rT∆p1pG,εq ˚ ei0q “ rδ∆rT∆rδKp∆qp1pG,εqq.
(ii) The term rδKp∆q1pG,εq does not have any full term. Also, the next termrδKp∆qrδSub∆1pG,εq has the following full terms ´1pG,εq ˚ eti0...ixu ˚ ei0 ´ 1pG,εq ˚
eti0...ix´1ix`1u ˚ ei0 . As in the previous calculation, equation (9.12) follows from the
definition of rT∆:rT∆p1pG,εq ˚ eti0...ixu ˚ ei0q “ ´rT∆p1pG,εq ˚ eti0...ix´1ix`1u ˚ ei0q.
(The sign comes from the permutation of eix and eix`1 .) 
10. Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. Theorem C.
If U Ă V are two open subsets of a perverse space pX, pq, canonical inclusions
U Ă V Ă X induce cochain maps, rN˚
p
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p
pV ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p
pU ;Rq. If there
is no ambiguity, we keep the same notation for a cochain and its images by these
maps.
Theorem C (Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence). Let pX, pq be a paracompact
perverse space, endowed with an open cover pU1, U2q and a subordinated partition
of the unity, pf1, f2q. For i “ 1, 2, we denote by Ui the cover of Ui consisting of the
open subsets pU1 X U2, f
´1
i ps1{2, 1sq and by U the cover of X, union of the covers
Ui. Then, the canonical inclusions, Ui Ă X and U1XU2 Ă Ui, induce a short exact
sequence ,
0Ñ rN˚,U
p
pX ;Rq
ι
ÝÑ rN˚,U1
p
pU1;Rq ‘ rN˚,U2p pU2;Rq ϕÝÑ rN˚p pU1 X U2;Rq Ñ 0,
where ϕpω1, ω2q “ ω1 ´ ω2.
The following result is a direct consequence of Theorems B and C.
Corollary 10.1. Let pX, pq be a paracompact perverse space provided with an
open cover pU1, U2q. Then there is a long exact sequence for the blown-up intersec-
tion cohomology,
Ñ H
i
p
pX ;Rq Ñ H
i
p
pU1;Rq ‘H
i
p
pU2;Rq Ñ H
i
p
pU1 X U2;Rq Ñ H
i`1
p
pX ;Rq Ñ
Proof of Theorem C. Since the open cover U is the union of the covers U1
and U2, the morphism ι is injective.
We prove the surjectivity of the map ϕ. For i “ 1, 2, we define the fonction,
gi : X Ñ t0, 1u, by
g1pxq “
"
1 if f1pxq ą 1{2,
0 if not,
and g2pxq “
"
1 if f2pxq ě 1{2,
0 if not.
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The inequality f1pxq ą 1{2 implies f2pxq ă 1{2 and g2pxq “ 0. The support of
g2 is therefore included in U2zf
´1
1 ps1{2, 1sq. It is noted as well that the support
of g1 is included in U1zf
´1
2 ps1{2, 1sq. On the other hand, by construction, one
has g1pxq ` g2pxq “ 1. We denote by g˜1 and g˜2 the two 0-cochains of perverse
degree 0, respectively associated to g1 and g2, and defined in Lemma 10.2. If
ω P rN˚
p
pU1 X U2;Rq, we denote by g˜iYω the cup product (cf. Section 4) of g˜i with
ω, for i “ 1, 2. Since the cochain g˜1 has a support included in U1zf
´1
2 ps1{2, 1sq, then
the cup product g˜1 Y ω P rN˚,U1p pU1;Rq. Likewise, one has g˜2 Y ω P rN˚,U2p pU2;Rq.
We verify ϕpg˜1 Y ω,´g˜2 Y ωq “ ω, which gives the surjectivity of ϕ.
The composition ϕ ˝ ι is the zero map. It remains to consider an element
pω1, ω2q P rN˚,U1p pU1;Rq ‘ rN˚,U2p pU2;Rq such that ϕpω1, ω2q “ 0 and to construct
ω P rN˚,U
p
pX ;Rq such that ιpωq “ pω1, ω2q. If σ : ∆ Ñ X is a regular simplex, we
set,
‚ ωσ “ pω1qσ “ pω2qσ, if σp∆q Ă U1 X U2,
‚ ωσ “ pω1qσ, if σp∆q Ă f
´1
1 ps1{2, 1sq,
‚ ωσ “ pω2qσ, if σp∆q Ă f
´1
2 ps1{2, 1sq.
This definition makes sense because, on the one hand f´11 ps1{2, 1sqXf
´1
2 ps1{2, 1sq “
H and on the other hand U1XU2Xf
´1
1 ps1{2, 1sq Ă U1XU2, where the two cochains
pω1qσ and pω2qσ coincide. 
With the notation of the previous proof, the connecting morphism of the long
exact sequence of Mayer-Vietoris is defined by
rωs ÞÑ rpδg˜1q Y ωs.
Lemma 10.2. Let pX, pq be a perverse space. Any map, g : X Ñ R, defines a
0-cochain g˜ P rN 0
0
pX ;Rq. Moreover, the association g ÞÑ g˜ is R-linear.
Proof. Let σ : ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n Ñ X be a regular simplex. We want to
define g˜σ P N
0pc∆0qb ¨ ¨ ¨bN
0pc∆n´1qbN
0p∆nq. If b “ pb0, . . . , bnq P c∆0ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ
c∆n´1ˆ∆n, we denote by i0 the smallest index for which bi is not a apex of a cone
(i.e., i0 “ minti | bi P ∆iu). Observe that the integer i0 exists since bn P ∆n and
set g˜σpbq “ gpσpbi0qq. This map is clearly compatible with the face operators and
defines g˜ P rN 0pX ;Rq.
It remains to determine the perversity of the cochain g˜σ. Since it is a 0-cochain,
it is obviously 0-allowable and we only need to study its coboundary. To compute
the ℓ-perverse degree of δg˜σ, we consider F “ F0b¨ ¨ ¨bFn “ tb0ub¨ ¨ ¨bFjb¨ ¨ ¨btbnu
with dimFj “ 1 and BFj “ b
1
j ´ b
0
j . We have,
δg˜σpF q “ g˜σpb0, . . . , b
1
j , . . . , bnq ´ g˜σpb0, . . . , b
0
j , . . . , bnq.
If n´ ℓ ă j, then i0 ď n´ ℓ ă j and δg˜σpF q “ gpσpbi0qq ´ gpσpbi0 qq “ 0, and then
}δg˜σ}ℓ “ ´8.
Finally, g˜ P rN 0
0
pXq and the association g ÞÑ g˜ is R-linear by construction. 
11. Product with the real line. Theorem D.
Consider the product X ˆ R equipped with the product filtration pX ˆ Rqi “
XiˆR and a perversity p. We also denote by p the perversity induced on X , that is,
ppSq “ ppS ˆRq for each stratum S of X . Let I0 I1 : X Ñ X ˆR be the canonical
injections, defined by I0pxq “ px, 0q and I1pxq “ px, 1q. The canonical projections
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are denoted by pr : X ˆRÑ X and pr2 : X ˆRÑ R. Proposition 3.5 ensures that
the maps I0, I1 and pr induce cochain maps between the blown-up complexes.
Theorem D. Let X be a filtered space and let XˆR equipped with the filtration
product and a perversity p. Denoting also p the perversity induced on X, the maps
induced in the blown-up intersection cohomology by the projection pr : X ˆ RÑ X
and the canonical injections, I0 I1 : X Ñ XˆR , verify pI0 ˝prq
˚ “ pI1 ˝prq
˚ “ id.
The proof proceeds according to the scheme of Section 9 by constructing a
homotopy Θ∆ at the simplex level (cf. Proposition 11.1), then gluing them to get
a homotopy at the level of blown-up complexes (see Proposition 11.3).
For any filtered simplex, ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n, one defines a weighted simplicial
complex L∆ “ ∆ b r0, 1s, whose simplices are the joins pF,0q ˚ pG,1q, with FŸ∆,
GŸ∆, pF,0q Ă ∆ˆt0u and pG,1q Ă ∆ˆt1u. Henceforth, we denote by F ˚G such
simplex, meaning that the first term, F , is identified with a simplex of ∆ˆt0u and
the second, G, with a simplex of ∆ˆ t1u.
If F and G are compatible, in the sense of Definition 4.1, then, for the filtration
induced by ∆, we have F ˚G “ F0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ pFp ˚Gpq ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Gn, with p P t0, . . . , nu.
A face of the prismatic set rL∆, corresponding to compatible simplices, F and G of
∆, is denoted by,
pF ˚G, εq “ pF0, ε0q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pFp ˚Gp, εpq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pGn´1, εn´1q ˆGn.
In this writing, if j ă n, j ‰ p, one authorizes Fj and Gj to be the emptyset but
the associated variable εj must be 1.
Proposition 11.1. There exists a linear map, Θ∆ : rN˚p∆b r0, 1sq Ñ rN˚´1p∆q,
such that
(11.1) pΘ∆ ˝ δ ` δ ˝Θ∆qp1pF˚G,εqq “
$&% 0 if F ‰ H and G ‰ H,´1pG,εq if F “ H,
1pF,εq if G “ H,
where δ denotes the differential of rN˚p∆b r0, 1sq and rN˚´1p∆q.
Proof. Define the map Θ∆ on the elements of the dual basis. Let
1pF˚G,εq “ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFp˚Gp,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pGn´1,εn´1q b 1Gn .
We set
Θ∆p1pF˚G,εqq “
"
p´1q|pF,εq|ăp`|pGp,εpq| 1pFYG,εq if F and G are compatible,
0 if not,
where 1pFYG,εq “ 1pF0,ε0qb¨ ¨ ¨b1pFpYGp,εpqb¨ ¨ ¨b1pGn´1,εn´1qb1Gn and FpYGp
was introduced in Definition 4.1.
In 1pF˚G,εq, we consider the faces F of ∆ ˆ t0u and G of ∆ ˆ t1u. In the
expression of Θ∆p1pF˚G,εqq, we make an abuse of notation by keeping the letters
F and G for faces of ∆. It remains to verify (11.1) and for that, we consider the
following cases. We denote by Vp rL∆q the union of VpL∆q with the family of virtual
vertices.
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‚ Suppose F ‰ H, G ‰ H, F and G compatible. Using equality (2.6) and
Lemma 11.2, we obtain the equality (11.1) in this case:
δΘ∆p1pF˚G,εqq “ p´1q
|pF˚G,εq|`1
ÿ
ePVp r∆q
Θ∆p1pF˚G,εqq ˚ e
“ p´1q|pF˚G,εq|`1
ÿ
ePVp rL∆q
Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ eq “ ´Θ∆pδ1pF˚G,εqq.
‚ Suppose F ‰ H, G ‰ H, F and G not compatible such that δ1pF˚G,εq
contains compatible elements. This amounts to giving a k-simplex, F 1˚G1,
of ∆br0, 1s, with F 1 and G1 compatible and having a pk´ 1q-face, F ˚G,
with F and G non compatible and non empty. Put F 1 “ rai0 , . . . , air s and
G1 “ rbj0 , . . . , bjss with air “ bj0 P ∆p. (Recall that in the latter equality
we identified ∆ – ∆ ˆ t0u – ∆ ˆ t1u.) We denote by ajt P ∆ ˆ t0u the
vertex identified to bjt P ∆ ˆ t1u, as well as bit P ∆ ˆ t1u for the vertex
identified to ait P ∆ ˆ t0u. For the simplices F and G, there are only
two possibilities corresponding to compatible simplices F 1, G1. Equality
(11.1) is deduced from the following calculations.
` If F “ rai0 , . . . , air´1 s and G “ G
1, the expression Θ∆pδ1pF˚G,εqq
takes the values,
p´1q|pG,εq|`1`|pF,εq|ăp`εpΘ∆p1pF˚air˚G,εq ` 1pF˚bir´1˚G,εqq,
if air´1 P Fp, and
p´1q|pF,εq|`|pGp,εpq`1Θ∆p1pF˚air˚G,εqq ` p´1q
|pF,εq|ăa`εaΘ∆p1pF˚bir´1˚G,εqq,
if air´1 P Fa with a ă p, which implies
Θ∆pδ1pF˚G,εqq “ ´1ppF˚air qYG,εq ` 1pFYpbir´1˚Gq,εq “ 0.
` The argument is the same for F “ F 1 and G “ rbj1 , . . . , bjs s.
‚ Suppose F “ H. Let bi0 P ∆p ˆ t1u be the first vertex of G and ai0 the
vertex of ∆p ˆ t0u whose projection on ∆p is equal to the projection of
bi0 . We have Θ∆p1pG,εqq “ 0. To determine the second term, first note,
1pG,εq ˚ ai0 “ p´1q
|pG,εq|ąpp1pGp,εpq ˚ ai0q b . . .
“ p´1q|pG,εq|ąp`1p1pai0˚Gp,εpqq b . . .
It follows
Θ∆δ1pG,εq “ p´1q
|pG,εq|Θ∆p1pG,εq ˚ ai0q
“ p´1q|pGp,εpq|`1Θ∆p1pai0˚G,εqq “ ´ 1pG,εq.
‚ The proof for the case G “ H is similar.

Lemma 11.2. Let 1pF˚G,εq P rN˚p∆b r0, 1sq, with F ‰ H and G ‰ H.
1) Let ℓ P t1, . . . , nu. For any vertex e P ∆ℓ, we denote e0 P ∆ℓ ˆ t0u and e1 P
∆ℓ ˆ t1u the vertices of ∆b r0, 1s corresponding to e. Then we have
Θ∆p1pF˚G,εqq ˚ e “ Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ e0q `Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ e1q.
2) For any virtual vertex vℓ, ℓ ă n, we have
(11.2) Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ vℓq “ pΘ∆p1pF˚G,εqqq ˚ vℓ.
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Proof. Let 1pF˚G,εq “ 1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFp˚Gp,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pGn´1,εn´1q b 1Gn .
1) ‚ Let ℓ ă p. Using the Definition 2.9, we get Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ e1q “ 0 and the
following equalities
Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ e0q “
p´1q|pF˚G,εq|ąℓΘ∆p1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFℓ,εℓq ˚ e0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFp˚Gp,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Gnq “
p´1q|pF˚G,εq|ąℓ`|pF,εq|ăp`1`|Gp|`εp ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFℓ,εℓq ˚ eq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFpYGp,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ “
p´1q|pF,εq|ăp`|Gp|`εpp1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFpYGp,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Gnq ˚ e “ pΘ∆p1pF˚G,εqqq ˚ e.
‚ The argument is the same if ℓ ą p.
‚ If ℓ “ p, these formulas become:
Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ e0q “ p´1q
|pF˚G,εq|ąpΘ∆p1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFp˚Gp,εpq ˚ e0 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Gnq.
“ p´1q|pF˚G,εq|ěp`εpΘ∆p1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFp˚Gp˚e0,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Gnq.
Write Fp “ rai0 , . . . , air s, Gp “ rbj0 , . . . , bjss. If the simplices are not compatible,
both members of the previous equality are zero. The only cases giving compatible
simplices are one of the following cases:
(11.3) p˚q ait ă e ă ait`1 with t P t0, . . . , r ´ 1u, p˚q e ă ai0 and e P ∆p.
We treat the first case, the second being identical. Notice:
Fp ˚Gp ˚ e “ rai0 , . . . , air s ˚ rbj0 , . . . , bjss ˚ e
“ p´1qs`1`r´trai0 , . . . , ait , e, ait`1 , . . . , air s ˚ rbj0 , . . . , bjss
and, setting Fppeq “ rai0 , . . . , ait , e, ait`1 , . . . , air s,
Fppeq YGp “ rai0 , . . . , ait , e, ait`1 , . . . , air “ bj0 , . . . , bjss “ p´1q
s`r´tpFp YGpq ˚ e.
It follows
Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ e0q “
p´1q|pF˚G,εq|ěp`|pF,εq|ăp`|Gp|`11pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1ppFpYGpq˚e,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Gn “
p´1q|pF,εq|ăp`|Gp|`εpp1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFpYGp,εpqq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Gnq ˚ e “
pΘ∆p1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFp˚Gp,εpqq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Gnqq ˚ e.
In the case (11.3), we have Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ e1q “ 0, which gives the desired equality.
Similar argument gives the result in the symmetric case of the previous one: “bjt ă
e ă bjt`1 with t P t1, . . . , s´ 1u or bjs ă e with e P ∆p.”
2) We now consider a virtual vertex vℓ. If εℓ “ 1, equality (11.2) is verified
since its two members are zero. We therefore assume εℓ “ 0. If ℓ ă p, we have:
Θ∆p1pF˚G,εq ˚ vℓq “
p´1q|pF˚G,εq|ąℓ`|pF,εq|ăp`1`|pGp,εpq| ¨ ¨ ¨ b p1pFℓ,0q ˚ vℓq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFpYGp,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ “
p´1q|pF,εq|ăp`|pGp,εpq|p1pF0,ε0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1pFpYGp,εpq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1Gnq ˚ vℓ “
pΘ∆p1pF˚G,εqqq ˚ vℓ.
The argument is similar for ℓ ě p. 
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Proposition 11.3. Let X be a filtered space and let X ˆ R endowed with the
product filtration and a perversity p. Denoting also by p the induced perversity on
X, there exists a linear map Θ: rN˚
p
pX ˆ R;Rq Ñ rN˚´1
p
pX ˆ R;Rq, such that
(11.4) Θ ˝ δ ` δ ˝Θ “ pI0 ˝ prq
˚ ´ id.
Proof. Let σ : ∆Ñ X ˆ R be a regular simplex and ω P rNkpX ˆ R;Rq. We
define σˆ : L∆ “ ∆b r0, 1s Ñ X ˆ R by σˆpx, tq “ pprpσpxqq, tpr2pσpxqqq and we set
ω∆br0,1s “
ÿ
pF˚G,εqŸ Č∆br0,1s
ωσˆ˝ιF˚GpF ˚G, εq1pF˚G,εq,
where ιF˚G : F ˚ G ãÑ ∆ b r0, 1s is the canonical injection. By construction,
ω∆br0,1s P rNkp∆b r0, 1sq, and we can define
Θpωqσ “ Θ∆pω∆br0,1sq P rNk´1p∆q.
We need to verify Θpωq P rN˚pX ˆ R;Rq. For this purpose, we consider a regular
face operator δℓ : ∇ Ñ ∆ and τ “ σ ˝ δℓ. The property ω∆br0,1s P rN˚p∆b r0, 1sq
becomes δ˚ℓ ω∆br0,1s “ ω∇br0,1s. The map δ
˚
ℓ :
rN˚p∆b r0, 1sq Ñ rN˚p∇b r0, 1sq
verifies
δ˚ℓ p1pF˚G,εqq “
"
1pF˚G,εq if F ˚GŸ∇b r0, 1s,
0 if not,
which implies the commutativity of the following diagram,
rN˚p∆b r0, 1sq Θ∆ //
δ˚
ℓ

rN˚´1p∆b r0, 1sq
δ˚
ℓ
rN˚p∇b r0, 1sq Θ∇ // rN˚´1p∇b r0, 1sq.
We deduce
δ˚ℓ pΘpωqσq “ δ
˚
ℓ Θ∆pω∆br0,1sq “ Θ∇pδ
˚
ℓ ω∆br0,1sq “ Θ∇pω∇br0,1sq “ Θpωqτ .
The map Θ: rN˚pX ˆ R;Rq Ñ rN˚´1pX ˆ R;Rq is well defined. From Proposi-
tion 11.1, we can deduce
(11.5)
pΘδ ` δΘqpωqσ “
ÿ
pF,εqŸ Č∆ˆt0u
ωσˆ˝ιF pF, εq1pF,εq ´
ÿ
pG,εqŸ Č∆ˆt1u
ωσˆ˝ιGpG, εq1pG,εq.
Recall the canonical inclusions ι0, ι1 : ∆ Ñ ∆ b r0, 1s. If F is a face of ∆ ˆ t0u
identified to ∇Ÿ∆, one has ιF “ ι0 ˝ ι∇, from where
σˆ ˝ ιF “ σˆ ˝ ι0 ˝ ι∇ “ I0 ˝ pr ˝ σ ˝ ι∇
andÿ
pF,εqŸ Č∆ˆt0u
ωσˆ˝ιF pF, εq1pF,εq “ pI0˝prq
˚
¨˝ ÿ
p∇,εqŸ r∆
ωσ˝ι∇p∇, εq1p∇,εq‚˛“ pI0˝prq˚pωqσ.
Using ιG “ ι1 ˝ ι∇ and σˆ ˝ ιG “ σˆ ˝ ι1 ˝ ι∇ “ σ ˝ ι∇, we show, as above, that the
right side-hand of the second term of (11.5) is equal to ωσ. In summary, we have
shown,
pΘδ ` δΘqpωqσ “ pI0 ˝ prq
˚pωqσ ´ ωσ,
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from which comes the equality (11.4).
As for the compatibility with the perverse degrees, we prove }Θpωq} ď }ω}, for
each ω P rN˚pX ˆ R;Rq, by arguing over the chosen basis. This inequality follows
directly from the definition of Θ,
}Θ∆p1pF˚G,εqq}ℓ “ }1pFYG,εq}ℓ ď }1pF˚G,εq}ℓ,
for each ℓ P t1, . . . , nu. With (11.4), we have constructed the homotopy
Θ: rN˚
p
pX ˆ R;Rq Ñ rN˚´1
p
pX ˆ R;Rq. 
Proof of Theorem D. This is a direct consequence of the equalities pr˝I0 “
pr ˝ I1 “ id and H
˚
p
pI0 ˝ prq “ id, proved in (11.4). 
The following result is used in Section 14.
Proposition 11.4. Let pX, pq be a paracompact perverse space. Let Sℓ be the
unit sphere of Rℓ`1. The canonical projection pX : S
ℓˆX Ñ X, pz, xq ÞÑ x, induces
an isomorphism H
k
p
pSℓ ˆX ;Rq – H
k
p
pX ;Rq ‘H
k´ℓ
p
pX ;Rq.
Proof. It suffices to use an induction on ℓ with the decomposition Sℓ “
SℓztNorthpoleu Y SℓztSouthpoleu (see Theorem C and Theorem D). 
12. Blown-up intersection cohomology of a cone. Theorem E.
In this section, X is an n-dimensional compact filtered space and we represent
the open cone as the quotient c˚X “ X ˆ r0,8r{X ˆ t0u, whose apex is denoted
by w. The formal dimension of c˚X is n ` 1 relatively to the conical filtration,
p˚cXqi “ c˚Xi´1 if i ě 1 and p˚cXq0 “ twu. The purpose of this section is to prove
the following proposition, cf. also [4, Corollary 1.47] and [24, Proposition 3.1.1].
Theorem E. Let X be a compact filtered space. Consider the open cone,
c˚X “ X ˆ r0,8r{X ˆ t0u, equipped with the conical filtration and a perversity p.
We also denote by p the perversity induced on X. The following properties are
verified for any commutative ring, R.
(a) The inclusion ι : X Ñ c˚X, x ÞÑ rx, 1s, induces an isomorphism, H
k
p
p˚cX ;Rq
–
ÝÑ
H
k
p
pX ;Rq, for each k ď ppwq.
(b) For each k ą ppwq, we have H
k
p
p˚cX ;Rq “ 0.
12.1. Simplices on a filtered space and its cone. First we link the com-
plexes of X and c˚X . The formal dimension of the cone being different from that
of the original space, we introduce some operations which increase or decrease the
length of filtrations.
‚ If ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n`1 is a regular simplex, of formal dimension n` 1, we
define a regular simplex, of formal dimension n, by p∆ “ ∆1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n`1.
Its filtration is characterized by p∆i “ ∆i`1, for each i P t0, . . . , nu.
‚ Let σ : ∆σ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n`1 Ñ c˚X be a regular simplex of c˚X . Since
σpp∆σq Ă Xˆs0,8r, we define the restriction
σˆ : ∆σˆ “ p∆σ σÝÑ Xˆs0,8r.
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‚ For each regular simplex of c˚X , σ : ∆σ “ ∆0 ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆n`1 Ñ c˚X , the image
of a point x P ∆σ can be written as,
σpxq “ rσ1pxq, σ2pxqs P c˚X “ X ˆ r0,8r{X ˆ t0u.
Associated to the simplex σ, there is the following regular simplex of c˚X ,
cσ : ∆cσ “ ptpu ˚∆0q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n`1 Ñ c˚X,
defined by cσpp1´ tqp` txq “ rσ1pxq, tσ2pxqs. Moreover, if one considers
σˆ : p∆σ Ñ Xˆs0,8rãÑ c˚X as a filtered simplex of the cone, then cσˆ is a
face of cσ.
The truncation of a cochain complex is defined for all positive integers s by
(12.1) pτďsCq
r “
$&% C
r if r ă s,
ZCs if r “ s,
0 if r ą s,
where ZCs means the R-module of cocycles whose degree is s.
Construction of f : rN˚pXˆs0,8r;Rq Ñ rN˚ p˚cX ;Rq.
Let σ : ∆σ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n`1 Ñ c˚X and ω P rN˚pXˆs0,8r;Rq. We denote by
λc∆0 the cocycle 1pH,1q `
ř
ePVp∆0q
1pres,0q P N
0pc∆0q. We set
(12.2) fpωqσ “ λc∆0 b ωσˆ.
Proposition 12.1. Let p˚cX, pq be a perverse space over the cone of the compact
space X and let pXˆs0,8r, pq be the induced perverse space. The correspondence
defined above induces a cochain map,
f : τďppwq rN˚p pXˆs0,8r;Rq Ñ τďppwq rN˚p p˚cX ;Rq.
Proof. First, we check that the application f , defined locally at the level
of simplices, extends globally to rN˚pXˆs0,8r;Rq. For this, we must establish
δ˚kfpωqσ “ fpωqσ˝δk , for each ω P
rN˚pXˆs0,8r;Rq, each regular simplex, σ : ∆σ “
∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n`1 Ñ c˚X , and any regular face operator, δk : ∇ Ñ ∆σ, with k P
t0, . . . , dim∆σu. Let j0 denote the dimension of ∆0. To determine the effect of δk
on the operation σ ÞÑ σˆ, we must distinguish k ą j0 of k ď j0. For the sake of
convenience, we set δs “ id if s ă 0. From the construction of σˆ, we have{σ ˝ δk “ " σˆ ˝ δk´j0´1 if k ą j0,σˆ if k ď j0,
which implies {σ ˝ δk “ σˆ ˝ δk´j0´1, with the previous convention. We conclude
δ˚k fpωqσ “ δ
˚
k pλc∆0 b ωσˆq “
"
λc∆0 b δ
˚
k´j0´1
ωσˆ if k ą j0,
λc∇0 b ωσˆ if k ď j0.
It follows δ˚k fpωqσ “ λc∇0 b ω{σ˝δk “ fpωqσ˝δk .
Since the 0-cochain λc∆0 is a cocycle, the compatibility with the differentials is
immediate from the equalities
δ pfpωqσq “ δ pλc∆0 b ωσˆq “ λc∆0 b δωσˆ “ fpδ ωqσ.
The map f being compatible with the differentials, it remains to show that
the image by f of a p-allowable cochain, ω P rN˚pXˆs0,8r;Rq, is a p-allowable
cochain in rN˚ p˚cX ;Rq. We choose ω of degree less than or equal to ppwq and refer
to Definition 3.4 for the property of p-allowability. For the stratum reduced to
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w, the allowability comes directly from }fpωqσ}n`1 ď |ωσˆ| ď ppwq. Now consider a
singular stratum S of X and a regular simplex σ : ∆σ “ ∆0 ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆n`1 Ñ c˚X , such
that σp∆σq X pSˆs0,8rq ‰ H. Let ℓ “ codimXˆs0,8rpSˆs0,8rq and notice the
equivalence of the conditions σp∆σqXpSˆs0,8rq ‰ H and σˆp∆σˆqXpSˆs0,8rq ‰ H.
For such stratum, we have ℓ P t1, . . . , nu and }fpωqσ}ℓ “ }λc∆0 b ωσˆ}ℓ “ }ωσˆ}ℓ.
The result is a consequence of the inequality }ωσˆ}ℓ ď }ω}Sˆs0,8r ď ppSˆs0,8rq,
arising from the p-allowability of ω. 
Construction of g : rN˚ p˚cX ;Rq Ñ rN˚pXˆs0,8r;Rq.
Let ω P rN˚ p˚cX ;Rq and τ : ∆τ Ñ Xˆs0,8r a regular simplex. We denote by
cτ : ∆cτ “ tpu ˚∆τ Ñ c˚X the cone over τ defined above. Notice Ą∆cτ “ ctpuˆ Ă∆τ .
Let v0 be the apex of the cone over the component of filtration degree 0 of a
filtered simplex. The cone ctpu having two vertices p and v0, the cochain ωcτ
decomposes into
(12.3) ωcτ “ 1p b γp ` 1v0 b γv0 ` 1p˚v0 b γ
1
v0
,
with γp, γv0 , γ
1
v0
P rN˚p∆τ q. We set
gpωqτ “ γv0 .
Proposition 12.2. Let p˚cX, pq be a perverse space with X compact and let
pXˆs0,8r, pq be the induced perverse space. The correspondence defined above
induces a cochain map,
g : τďppwq rN˚p p˚cX ;Rq Ñ τďppwq rN˚p pXˆs0,8r;Rq.
The proof follows the pattern of that of Proposition 12.1; we leave it to the
reader.
Specify the compositions f ˝ g and g ˝ f .
(a) Let ω P rN˚pX ;Rq. Consider a regular simplex, τ : ∆τ Ñ Xˆs0,8r and its
associated map cτ : tpu ˚∆τ Ñ c˚X . Following (12.2), one has
fpωqcτ “ λctpu b ωτ “ 1p b ωτ ` 1v0 b ωτ .
It follows, according to (12.3), gpfpωqqτ “ ωτ and g ˝ f “ id.
(b) Let ω P rN˚ p˚cX ;Rq. Consider a regular simplex σ : ∆σ “ ∆0˚¨ ¨ ¨˚∆n`1 Ñ c˚X ,
and its associated map cσ : ptpu ˚ ∆0q ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n`1 Ñ c˚X . The cochain ωcσ
decomposes into
(12.4) ωcσ “
ÿ
FŸc∆0
1F b γF `
ÿ
FŸc∆0
1p˚F b γ
1
F ` 1p b γH.
Since the cochain ω is globally defined and the simplex cσˆ is a face of cσ, we
deduce ωcσˆ “ 1v0 b γv0 ` 1p˚v0 b γ
1
v0
` 1p b γH. It follows:
(12.5) fpgpωqqσ “ λc∆0 b gpωqσˆ “ λc∆0 b γv0 .
Construction of a homotopy H : rN˚ p˚cX ;Rq Ñ rN˚´1 p˚cX ;Rq.
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If σ : ∆σ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n`1 Ñ c˚X is a regular simplex, we define a map
H : rN˚p∆cσq Ñ rN˚´1p∆σq, i.e.,
H : N
˚
pcpp ˚∆0qqbN
˚
pc∆1qb ¨ ¨ ¨bN
˚
p∆n`1q Ñ N
˚´1
pc∆0qb ¨ ¨ ¨bN
˚
p∆n`1q.
We decompose ωcσ P rN˚p∆cσq as in the formula (12.4) and set:
(12.6) pHpωqqσ “
ÿ
v0‰FŸc∆0
p´1q|F |`11F b γ
1
F ` λ∆0 b γ
1
v0
,
where v0 is the apex of the cone over the component filtration of degree 0 and λ∆0
the sum of 0-cochains on ∆0.
Proposition 12.3. Let p˚cX, pq be a perverse space with X compact.
(a) The equality (12.6) induces a linear map, H : rN˚ p˚cX ;Rq Ñ rN˚´1 p˚cX ;Rq,
verifying
δ ˝H `H ˝ δ “ id´ f ˝ g.
(b) Using the notation introduced in (12.1), the application H induces a map,
H : τďppwq rN˚p p˚cX ;Rq Ñ τďppwq rN˚´1p p˚cX ;Rq.
Proof. (a) We must establish the equality δ˚kHpωqσ “ Hpωqσ˝δk , for each
cochain ω P rN˚ p˚cXq, each regular simplex σ : ∆σ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n`1 Ñ c˚X and
each regular face operator δk : D “ D0 ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚Dn`1 Ñ ∆σ, with k P t0, . . . , dim∆σu.
Denoting by δ
p
˚ the regular face operators of tpu ˚ ∆σ, we can write cpσ ˝ δkq “
cσ ˝ δpk`1. If k ą dim∆0, we set k
˝ “ k ´ dim∆0 ´ 1 and δ
˝
k˝ : D1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Dn`1 Ñ
∆1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n`1 the induced face. Following (12.6), we have:
δ˚kHpωqσ “
# ř
v0‰FŸcD0
p´1q|F |`11F b γ
1
F ` λD0 b γ
1
v0
if k ď dim∆0,ř
v0‰FŸc∆0
p´1q|F |`11F b δ
˝,˚
k˝ γ
1
F ` λ∆0 b δ
˝,˚
k˝ γ
1
v0
if k ą dim∆0.
Using the equality ωcpσ˝δkq “ ωcσ˝δpk`1 “ δ
p,˚
k`1ωcσ and (12.4), we get:
ωcpσ˝δkq “
#
p
ř
FŸcD0
1F b γF ` 1p˚F b γ
1
F q ` 1p b γH if k ď dim∆0,
p
ř
FŸcD0
1F b δ
˝,˚
k˝ γF ` 1p˚F b δ
˝,˚
k˝ γ
1
F q ` 1p b δ
˝,˚
k˝ γH if k ą dim∆0,
which gives
Hpωqσ˝δk “
#
p
ř
v0‰FŸcD0
p´1q|F |`11F b γ
1
F q ` λD0 b γ
1
v0
, if k ď dim∆0,
p
ř
v0‰FŸcD0
p´1q|F |`11F b δ
˝,˚
k˝ γ
1
F q ` λD0 b δ
˝,˚
k˝ γ
1
v0
if k ą dim∆0,
“ δ˚kHpωqσ.
Let us study the behavior of H towards the differentials. Let σ : ∆σ “ ∆0 ˚
¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ ∆n`1 Ñ c˚X be a regular simplex and ω P rN˚p˚cX ;Rq. Let us start from
the equality (12.4) and calculate the differential in eliminating terms having a zero
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image by H .
pHpδωqqσ “ H
¨˝ ÿ
ePVpc∆0q
1p˚e b γH `
ÿ
FŸc∆0
1F˚p b γF`(12.7)
ÿ
FŸc∆0
ePVpc∆0q
1p˚F˚e b γ
1
F `
ÿ
FŸc∆0
p´1q|F |`11p˚F b δγ
1
F
‹˛‹‚.
Notice ÿ
ePVpc∆0q
1p˚e b γH `
ÿ
FŸc∆0
1F˚p b γF “ÿ
ePVp∆0q
1p˚e b γH `
ÿ
v0‰FŸc∆0
1F˚p b γF ` 1p˚v0 b pγH ´ γv0q.
Replacing in (12.7) and developing the definition of H , we get:
pHpδωqqσ “ ´
ÿ
ePVp∆0q
1e b γH `
ÿ
v0‰FŸc∆0
1F b γF ` λ∆0 b pγH ´ γv0 ´ δγ
1
v0
q
`
ÿ
FŸc∆0
ePVpc∆0q
p´1q|F |1F˚e b γ
1
F `
ÿ
v0‰FŸc∆0
1F b δγ
1
F .
On the other hand, the quantity δ ˝H can be written
δpHpωqqσ “
ÿ
v0‰FŸc∆0
ePVpc∆0q
p´1q|F |`11F˚e b γ
1
F ´
ÿ
v0‰FŸc∆0
1F b δγ
1
F
`
ÿ
ePVp∆0q
1e˚v0 b γ
1
v0
` λ∆0 b δγ
1
v0
.
Using (12.5), the sum of the two expressions can be reduced to:
(12.8) Hpδωqσ ` δHpωqσ “
ÿ
FŸc∆0
1F b γF ´ λc∆0 b γv0 “ ωσ ´ pf ˝ gqpωqσ.
(b) As in the proof of Proposition 12.1, we are reduced to consider a singular
stratum T of c˚X , a p-allowable cochain ω P rN˚ p˚cXq, of degree less than or equal
to ppwq, and a regular simplex, σ : ∆σ Ñ c˚X , with σp∆σq X T ‰ H. Let ℓ “
codimc˚XT P t1, . . . , n` 1u. Notice that cσp∆cσq X T ‰ H. Thus, according to the
definition of perverse degree (cf. Definition 2.5), we have
ppT q ě }ω}T ě }ωcσ}ℓ “ maxt}1F b γF }ℓ, }1p˚F b γ
1
F }ℓ, }1p b γH}ℓ | FŸc∆0u
ě maxt}1p˚F b γ
1
F }ℓ | FŸc∆0u,
where the equality uses (2.5) and (12.4). We develop this expression by distinguish-
ing two cases.
‚ Let ℓ ‰ n ` 1. By definition, for any face FŸc˚∆0, we have the equality
}1p˚F b γ
1
F }ℓ “ }1F b γ
1
F }ℓ, if F ‰ v0, and }1p˚v0 b γ
1
v0
}ℓ “ }λ∆0 b γ
1
v0
}ℓ.
It follows:
ppT q ě maxt}1F b γ
1
F }ℓ, }λ∆0 b γ
1
v0
}ℓ | v0 ‰ FŸc∆0u “ }Hpωqσ}ℓ,
where the last equality uses (2.5) and (12.6). We deduce ppT q ě }Hpωq}T .
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‚ Let ℓ “ n` 1. In this case we have
}Hpωqσ}n`1 “ maxt}1p˚F b γ
1
F }n`1, }λ∆0 b γ
1
v0
}n`1 | v0 ‰ FŸc∆0u
“ maxt|γ1F |, |γ
1
v0
| | FŸ∆0u ď |ω| ´ 1 ď ppwq,
where the first equality uses (2.5) and (12.6). It follows ppwq ě }Hpωq}w.
It has been shown }Hpωq} ď p. The property }δHpωq} ď p is deduced using
(12.8). 
The determination of the cohomology of a cone follows from the properties of
f, g and H .
Proof of Theorem E. (a) From Propositions 12.1, 12.2 and 12.3, we deduce
that the map g : τďppwq rN˚p p˚cX ;Rq Ñ τďppwq rN˚p pXˆs0,8r;Rq is a quasi-isomor-
phism. We know from Theorem D, that the inclusion I1 : X Ñ Xˆs0,8r induces a
quasi-isomorphism. It remains to prove I˚1 ˝ g “ ι
˚. The involved stratifications on
Xˆs0,8r are different in these two quasi-isomorphisms but the cohomologies are
the same (see subsection 3.1).
For this, consider ω P τppwq rN˚p p˚cX ;Rq and τ : ∆τ Ñ X a regular simplex. By
definition, we have pι˚ωqτ “ ωι˝τ . Notice ι˝τ “ cpI1˝τq˝δ0, where δ0pxq “ 0¨p`1¨x.
It then follows
pι˚ωqτ “ ωcpI1˝τq˝δ0 “ δ
˚
0 ωcpI1˝τq “p12.3q γv0 “ gpωqI1˝τ “ I
˚
1 pgpωqqτ .
To prove part (b), we consider a cocycle ω P rNk
p
p˚cX ;Rq with k ą ppwq. Fol-
lowing Proposition 12.3, we have δHpωq “ ω ´ fpgpωqq and it suffices to establish
the equalityfpgpωqq “ 0.
We prove it by contradiction, assuming that there is a regular simplex σ : ∆σ Ñ
c˚X , such that fpgpωqqσ ‰ 0. Following (12.5), this implies γv0 ‰ 0. We get a
contradiction,
k ą ppwq ě }fpgpωqq}w ě }fpgpωqqcσ}n`1 “ }λcpp˚∆0q b γv0}n`1
“ }λp˚∆0 b γv0}n`1 “ |γv0 | “ k.

The proof of the topological independence Theorem of Section 14 is based on
the following excision theorem.
12.2. Relative cohomology. Let X be a filtered space and Y Ă X a sub-
space endowed with the induced stratification. Consider a perversity p on X . We
also denote by p the induced perversity on Y . The complex of relative p-intersection
cochains is the direct sum rN˚
p
pX,Y ;Rq “ rN˚
p
pX ;Rq ‘ rN˚´1
p
pY ;Rq, endowed with
the differential Dpα, βq “ pdα, α ´ dβq. Its homology is the relative blown-up p-
intersection cohomology of the perverse pair pX,Y, pq, denoted by H
˚
p
pX,Y ;Rq.
By definition, we have a long exact sequence associated to the perverse pair
pX,Y, pq:
(12.9) . . .Ñ H
i
p
pX ;Rq
ı˚
Ñ H
i
p
pY ;Rq Ñ H
i`1
p
pX,Y ;Rq
pr˚
Ñ H
i`1
p
pX ;Rq Ñ . . . ,
where pr : rN˚
p
pX,Y ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p
pX ;Rq is defined by prpα, βq “ α and ı˚ comes from
the restriction map ı : rN˚
p
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p
pY ;Rq.
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Proposition 12.4. Let pX, pq be a paracompact perverse space. If F is a closed
subset of X and U an open subset of X with F Ă U , then the natural inclusion
pXzF,UzF q ãÑ pX,Uq induces the isomorphism
H
˚
p
pX,U ;Rq – H
˚
p
pXzF,UzF ;Rq.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we write the complexes A
˚
“ rN˚,U
p
pX ;Rq,
B
˚
“ rN˚,U1
p
pXzF ;Rq, C
˚
“ rN˚,U2
p
pU ;Rq and E
˚
“ rN˚
p
pUzF ;Rq, the terms of the
Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence of Theorem C, applied to the cover U “ tXzF,Uu.
Associated to this sequence we have the exact sequence
0Ñ pA
˚
‘ C
˚´1
, Dq
f
ÝÑ pB
˚
‘ C
˚
‘ C
˚´1
‘ E
˚´1
, D1q
g
ÝÑ pE
˚
‘ E
˚´1
, Dq Ñ 0,
where Dpa, cq “ pda, a ´ dcq, fpa, cq “ pa, a, c, 0q, D1pb, c0, c1, eq “ pdb, dc0, c0 ´
dc1, b ´ c0 ´ deq, gpb, c0, c1, eq “ pb ´ c0, eq and Dpe, e
1q “ pde, e ´ de1q. The right-
hand complex is acyclic since Dpe, e1q “ 0 ñ pe, e1q “ Dpe1, 0q. The chain map
h : pB
˚
‘ E
˚´1
, Dq Ñ pB
˚
‘ C
˚
‘ C
˚´1
‘ E
˚´1
, D1q, defined by hpb, eq “ pb, 0, 0, eq,
where Dpb, eq “ pdb, b´ deq, is a quasi-isomorphism, since
0 “ D1pb, c0, c1, eq ñ pb, c0, c1, eq “ hpb, e` c1q `D
1p0, c1, 0, 0q
hpb1, e1q “ D1pb, c0, c1, eq ñ pb
1, e1q “ Dpb, e` c1q.
Let k : pA
˚
‘ C
˚´1
, Dq Ñ pB
˚
‘ E
˚´1
, Dq, defined by kpa, cq “ pa, cq. If Dpa, cq “
0, then hpkpa, cqq ´ fpa, cq “ p0,´a,´c, cq “ D1p0,´c, 0, 0q. Therefore, k is a
quasi-isomorphism. Applying Theorem B and the definition of relative blown-up
p-intersection cohomology we get the result. 
The following result comes directly from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence and the
long exact sequence associated to a pair.
Proposition 12.5. Let X be a compact filtered space. Let us consider the cone,
c˚X, with apex w, endowed with the cone filtration. Consider a perversity p on c˚X
and denote also by p the induced perversity on X. Then
H
j
p
p˚cX, c˚Xztwu;Rq “
$&% H
j´1
p
pX ;Rq if j ě ppwq ` 2,
0 if j ď ppwq ` 1.
13. Comparison between intersection cohomologies. Theorem F.
If R is a field, the existence of a quasi-isomorphism between the cochain com-
plexes, C
˚
Dp
pX ;Rq and rN˚
p
pX ;Rq, has been established in [4, Theorem B] for GM-
perversities in the framework of filtered face sets. We generalize this result using
general perversities without the condition Dp ď t. In order to eliminate this last
constraint we use tame intersection cohomology and homology instead of intersec-
tion cohomology and homology.
Recall that a perverse CS set pX, pq is locally pDp,Rq-torsion free if, for each
singular stratum S and each x P S with link L, we have that T
Dp
ppSq
pL;Rq “ 0, i.e.,
the torsion R-submodule of H
Dp
ppSq
pL;Rq, vanishes (see [18]).
Theorem F. Let pX, pq be a paracompact separable perverse CS set and R a
Dedekind ring. The blown-up and the tame intersection complexes, rN˚
p
pX ;Rq and
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C
˚
Dp
pX ;Rq, are related by a quasi-isomorphism if one of the following hypotheses is
satisfied.
1) The ring R is a field.
2) The space X is a locally pDp,Rq-torsion free pseudomanifold.
Under any of these assumptions, there exists an isomorphism
H
˚
p
pX ;Rq – H
˚
Dp
pX ;Rq.
This isomorphism exists for the top perversity t, for any CS set and any
Dedekind ring (see [4, Remark 1.51]). This Theorem has a particular form in
the classical setting of stratified pseudomanifolds and GM-perversities.
Corollary 13.1. Let p be a GM-perversity, with complementary perversity
q, i.e., qpiq “ i ´ 2 ´ ppiq for i ě 2. We consider a Dedekind ring R. Let X be a
paracompact separable classical pseudomanifold. The blown-up and the intersection
complexes, rN˚
p
pX ;Rq and C
˚
q
pX ;Rq, are related by a quasi-isomorphism if X is
locally pq, Rq-torsion free. So, we have an isomorphism H
˚
p
pX ;Rq – H
˚
q
pX ;Rq.
The proof of Theorem F, similar to that used in [5, The´ore`me A], meets the
scheme used in [21, Theorem 10], [24, Lemma 1.4.1], [14, Section 5.1].
Proposition 13.2. Let FX be the category whose objects are (stratified homeo-
morphic to) open subsets of a given paracompact and separable CS set X and whose
morphisms are stratified homeomorphisms and inclusions. Let Ab˚ be the category
of graded abelian groups. Let F˚, G˚ : FX Ñ Ab be two functors and Φ: F
˚ Ñ G˚
a natural transformation satisfying the conditions listed below.
(i) F˚ and G˚ admit exact Mayer-Vietoris sequences and the natural transfor-
mation Φ induces a commutative diagram between these sequences,
(ii) If tUαu is a disjoint collection of open subsets of X and Φ: F˚pUαq Ñ G˚pUαq
is an isomorphism for each α, then Φ: F˚p
Ů
α Uαq Ñ G
˚p
Ů
α Uαq is an iso-
morphism.
(iii) If L is a compact filtered space such that X has an open subset stratified
homeomorphic to Riˆ c˚L and, if Φ: F˚pRiˆp˚cLztvuqq Ñ G˚pRiˆp˚cLztvuqq
is an isomorphism, then so is Φ: F˚pRiˆ c˚Lq Ñ G˚pRiˆ c˚Lq. Here, v is the
apex of the cone c˚L.
(iv) If U is an open subset of X contained within a single stratum and homeomor-
phic to an Euclidean space, then Φ: F˚pUq Ñ G˚pUq is an isomorphism.
Then Φ: F˚pXq Ñ G˚pXq is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let U be an open subset of X . We apply Lemma 13.3, taking for
P pUq the property
“Φ: F˚pUq Ñ G˚pUq is an isomorphism.”
Notice that the CS set X is a separable, locally compact and metrizable space [5,
Proposition 1.11]. We proceed by induction on the dimension of X , the result is
immediate when dimX “ 0, that is, a discrete space. The inductive step occurs in
two stages.
‚ We first show P pY q for any open subset Y of a fixed conical chart. We can
suppose Y “ Rm ˆ c˚L. If L “ H, we apply (iv). Let us suppose L ‰ H. We
consider the basis V of open sets of Y , composed of
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‚ open subsets V of Y , with v R V , which are CS sets of strictly lower
dimension than X ,
‚ open subsets V “ B ˆ c˚εL, where B Ă R
m is an open m-cube, ε ą 0 and
c˚ǫ “ pLˆ r0, εrq{pLˆ t0uq.
This family is closed by finite intersections and it verifies the assumptions of
Lemma 13.3. For a), it suffices to apply the induction hypothesis together with
(iii) and (iv). The property b) derives from (i) and property c) from (ii).
‚ We prove P pXq by considering the open basis of X consisting of open sub-
sets of conical charts. This family is stable by finite intersections and verifies the
assumptions of Lemma 13.3. The condition a) is a consequence of the first step.
The two other conditions derive from (i) and (ii), as previously. 
Lemma 13.3. Let X be a locally compact topological space, metrizable and sep-
arable. We are given an open basis of X, U “ tUαu, closed by finite intersections,
and a statement P pUq on open subsets of X satisfying the following three properties.
a) The property P pUαq is true for all α.
b) If U , V are open subsets of X for which properties P pUq, P pV q and P pU X V q
are true, then P pU Y V q is true.
c) If pUiqiPI is a family of open subsets of X, pairwise disjoint, verifying the prop-
erty P pUiq for all i P I, then P p
Ů
i Uiq is true.
Then the property P pXq is true.
Proof. Since the family U is closed by finite intersections, the properties a)
and b) imply that the property P is true for any finite union of elements of U .
Since the spaceX is separable, metrizable and locally compact, then its Alexan-
droff’s compactification Xˆ “ X \ t8u is metrizable (cf. [26, Exercise 23C])
and there exists a proper map, f : X Ñ r0,8r, defined by fpxq “ 1{dp8, xq.
We associate to f a countable family of compact subsets, An “ f
´1prn, n ` 1sq.
Each An possesses a finite cover consisting of open subsets Uα P U , included in
f´1psn ´ 1{2, n` 3{2rq; we denote by Un the union of the elements of this cover.
Since the open subset Un is a finite union of elements of U , then the property P pUnq
is true.
Let Ueven “
Ů
n U2n and let Uodd “
Ů
n U2n`1. The hypothesis c) implies that
P pUevenq and P pUoddq are true. Furthermore, since the intersection U2nXU2n`1 is
a finite union of elements Uα of U , then the property P pU2nXU2n`1q is true. From
Ueven X Uodd “
Ů
n U2n X U2n`1 and from the hypothesis c), we deduce that the
property P pUevenYUoddq is true. The conclusion then follows from UevenYUodd “Ť
n Un Ą
Ť
nAn “ X . 
Let X be a filtered space. We construct the map
χ : rN˚pX ;Rq Ñ C˚pX ;Rq
as follows. If ω P rN˚pX ;Rq and if σ : ∆ “ ∆0 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚∆n Ñ X is a regular simplex,
we set:
χpωqpσq “ ωσpr∆q.
Proposition 13.4. Let pX, pq be a perverse space. The operator χ induces a
chain map, χ : rN˚
p
pX ;Rq Ñ C
˚
Dp
pX ;Rq.
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Proof. Recall that C
˚
Dp
pX ;Rq “ HompC
Dp
˚
pX ;Rq, Rq. Since the simplices
coming from C
Dp
˚
pX ;Rq are regular, then the definition of χ makes sense. This is
the reason of considering tame intersection chains instead of intersection chains.
We need to prove χ ˝ δ “ d˚ ˝ χ, where d˚ is the linear dual of d (see Defi-
nition 5.4). Consider a cochain ω of rN˚
p
pX ;Rq and a chain ξ P C
Dp
˚
pX ;Rq. We
prove χpδωqpξq “ pd˚χqpωqpξq “ ´p´1q|ω|χpωqpdξq. In fact, it suffices to prove
χpδωqpσq “ ´p´1q|ω|χpωqpdσq for a regular simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X Dp-allowable. Let
us suppose that:
(13.1) ωσpHiq “ 0 for each hidden face Hi
(see (6.5)). Then
χpδωqpσq “ pδωqσpr∆q “ ´p´1q|ω| ωσpB r∆q “ ´p´1q|ω| ωσpĂd∆q “ ´p´1q|ω| χpωqpdσq.
Let us prove the claim (13.1). We suppose ωσpHiq ‰ 0 for some hidden face Hi.
By definition of a hidden face, notice that ∆n´i ‰ H, thus there exists an i-
dimensional stratum S of X with S X Imσ ‰ H. Then, since σ is Dp-allowable
and ω is p-allowable,
‚ 0 ď |∆|ďn´i “ }σ}S ď dimσ ´ codimS `DppSq “ dimσ ´ ppSq ´ 2, and
‚ 0 ď |∆|ąn´i “ |Hi|ąn´i “ }1Hi}codimS ďp1q }ωσ}codimS ď ppSq,
where ďp1q comes from ωσpHiq ‰ 0. We conclude that ppSq is finite. Adding
up these two inequalities, we get dim σ ´ 1 “ dim∆ ´ 1 “ |∆|ďn´i ` |∆|ąn´i ď
}ωσ}S ` }σ}S ď dim σ ´ 2. This contradiction gives the claim (13.1) and ends the
proof. 
Proof of Theorem F. By hypothesis, X is a separable paracompact CS set.
Properties (i), (ii), (iv) of Proposition 13.2 are verified. For the item (iii), we con-
sider a filtered compact space L, for which the chain map of Proposition 13.4 induces
an isomorphism χ˚ : H
˚
p
pRi ˆ Lˆs0,8r;Rq
–
ÝÑ H
˚
q
pRi ˆ Lˆs0,8r;Rq. Since the
space RiˆLˆs0,8r is an open subset of Riˆ c˚L, the following diagram commutes.
(13.2) H
˚
p
pRi ˆ Lˆs0,8r;Rqq
χ˚ // H
˚
Dp
pRi ˆ Lˆs0,8r;Rq
H
˚
p
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq
OO
χ˚
Riˆ˚cL // H
˚
Dp
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rqq
OO
Recall the blown-up intersection cohomology computation (see Theorem D and
Theorem E):
H
k
p
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq “ H
k
p
p˚cL;Rq
“
"
H
k
p
pL;Rq “ H
k
p
pRi ˆ Lˆs0,8r;Rq if k ď ppwq,
0 if k ą ppwq.
The tame intersection cohomology is determined in [14, Chapter 7]:
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H
k
Dp
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq “ H
k
Dp
p˚cL;Rq
“
$’&’’%
H
k
Dp
pL;Rq “ H
k
Dp
pRi ˆ Lˆs0,8r;Rq if k ď ppwq,
ExtpH
Dp
k´1
pL;Rq, Rq if k “ ppwq ` 1,
0 if k ą ppwq ` 1.
The involved stratifications on L are different in these computations but the coho-
mologies are the same (see subsections 3.1, 5.1).
In case 1) we have ExtpH
Dp
ppwq
pL;Rq, Rq “ 0 since R is a field. In case 2) the link L
is a compact pseudomanifold. According to [14, Section 5.7], the tame intersection
homology of L is finitely generated. Since the torsion module of H
Dp
ppwq
pL;Rq is zero
by hypothesis, we deduce ExtpH
Dp
ppwq
pL;Rq, Rq “ 0.
So, in both cases, the vertical maps of (13.2) are isomorphisms. Since χ˚ is an
isomorphism then χ˚
Riˆ˚cL is also an isomorphism. 
For some particular perversities the blown-up intersection cohomology is de-
scribed in terms of the ordinary cohomology, denoted by H
˚
p´;Rq.
Proposition 13.5. Let X be a paracompact separable CS set. Then
(a) H
˚
0
pX ;Rq – H
˚
pX ;Rq if X is normal.
(b) H
˚
p
pX ;Rq – H
˚
pX,Σ;Rq if p ă 0.
(c) H
˚
p
pX ;Rq – H
˚
pXzΣ;Rq if p ą t.
These isomorphisms preserve the cup product.
Proof. The complex of singular chains (resp. relative chains) with coeffi-
cients in R, is denoted by S
˚
pX ;Rq (resp.S
˚
pX,Σ;Rq). It computes the ordinary
homology H
˚
pX ;Rq (resp. H
˚
pX,Σ;Rq).
(a) Let F : S
˚
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚
0
pX ;Rq be the differential operator defined by
F pωqσ “ µ
˚pσ˚pωqq, for any regular filtered simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X . The operator
µ˚ is associated to the µ-amalgamation of ∆ (see 8.1.1). Applying Proposition 7.5
repeatedly, we conclude that F is a chain map commuting with the cup product.
By definition of µ˚ we have ||F pωqσ||ℓ ď ||σ
˚pωq||0 “ 0. The operator F is therefore
well defined.
We consider the statement: “The operator F is a quasi-isomorphism” and we
prove it by using Proposition 13.2. We verify the four properties (i)-(iv) of this
Proposition.
(i) It is well known that the functor S
˚
p´;Rq verifies the Mayer-Vietoris
property. It has been proven in Theorem C that the functor rN˚
0
p´;Rq
also verifies Mayer-Vietoris property. One easily checks that F induces a
commutative diagram between these sequences.
(ii),(iv) Straightforward.
(iii) It is well known that H˚pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq “ H0pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq “ R (constant
cochains). From Theorems D, E, we have H
˚
0
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq =H
0
0
pL;Rq.
Let us consider a basis point x0 P LzΣ, which is connected from [14,
Lemma 2.6.3]. Also, for any point x1 P L there exists a regular simplex
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σ : r0, 1s Ñ L going from x1 to x0. If ω P rN 0
0
pL;Rq is a cocycle, the cochain
ωσ takes the same value on x1 and on x0. This implies H
0
0
pL;Rq “ R.
(b) Consider the previous operator F : S
˚
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚pX ;Rq defined by
F pωqσ “ µ
˚pσ˚pωqq, for any regular filtered simplex σ : ∆ Ñ X . We know that
it is a chain map commuting with the cup product. If ω vanishes on Σ then
}F pωqσ}ℓ “ ´8 for any ℓ P t1, . . . , nu. So, F : S
˚
pX,Σ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p
pX ;Rq is well
defined. We consider the statement: “The operator F is a quasi-isomorphism” and
we prove it as in the previous case. In fact, the only item to prove is (iii). It comes
from H
˚
pRi ˆ c˚L,Ri ˆ c˚ΣL;Rq “ 0 “ H
˚
p
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq, induced by Theorems D,
E.
(c) Consider the natural restriction γ : rN˚
p
pX ;Rq Ñ rN˚
p
pXzΣ;Rq “ S
˚
pXzΣ;Rq.
It is a chain map commuting with the cup product. We consider the statement:
“The operator γ is a quasi-isomorphim” we proceed as in the previous case. In
fact, the only property to prove is the item (iii) of Proposition 13.2. We know
that H
˚
pRi ˆ c˚LzΣRiˆ˚cL;Rq “ H
˚
pRi ˆ pLzΣLqˆs0,8r;Rq “ H
˚
pLzΣL;Rq “
H
˚
pRi ˆ p˚cLztvuqzΣRiˆp˚cLztvuq;Rq. On the other hand, we haveH
˚
p
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq “
H
˚
p
pL;Rq “ H
˚
p
pRi ˆ p˚cLztvuq;Rq (cf. Theorems D, E). It suffices to apply the
hypothesis of (iii). 
14. Topological invariance. Theorem G.
We prove in this section that the blown-up intersection cohomology is a topolog-
ical invariant, working with CS sets and GM-perversities. We follow the procedure
of King [21] (see also [14]).
14.1. Intrinsic filtration. A key ingredient in the King’s proof of the topo-
logical invariance is the intrinsic filtration of a CS set X . It was introduced in [21],
crediting to Sullivan, see also [20]. We refer the reader to [14] where there is an
exhaustive study of this notion.
Let X be an n-dimensional filtered space. Two points x, y P X are equivalent
if there exists a homeomorphism h : pU, xq Ñ pV, yq, where U, V are neighborhoods
of x, y respectively. The local structure of a CS set implies that two points of the
same stratum are necessarily equivalent. Hence the equivalence classes are unions
of components of strata of X.
Let Yi be the union of the equivalence classes which only contain components
of strata of dimension ď i. The filtration Y0 Ă Y1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Yn “ X is the intrinsic
filtration of X , denoted by X˚. It is proved that X˚ is an n-dimensional CS
set [21]. Since the filtration X˚ coarsens the original filtration of X then the
identity map ν : X Ñ X˚ is a stratified map, called the intrinsic aggregation (see
Definition 1.5). Recall that, given a perversity p, the map ν induces a morphism
ν˚ : H
˚
p
pX˚;Rq Ñ H
˚
p
pX ;Rq (see Theorem A).
Proposition 14.1. Let p be a GM-perversity. Let X be a paracompact CS set
with no codimension one strata. Let S be a stratum of X and pU,ϕq a conical chart
of a point x P S. If the intrinsic aggregation ν : X Ñ X˚ induces the isomorphism
ν˚ : H
˚
p
ppUzSq˚;Rq
–
ÝÑ H
˚
p
pUzS;Rq then it also induces the isomorphism,
ν˚ : H
˚
p
pU˚;Rq
–
ÝÑ H
˚
p
pU ;Rq.
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Proof. We analyze the local structure of X and X˚. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can suppose U “ Rk ˆ c˚W , where W is a compact filtered space (possibly
empty) and S X U “ Rk ˆ twu, w being the apex of the cone c˚W . Following [21,
Lemma 2 and Proposition 1], there exists a homeomorphism
(14.1) h : pRk ˆ c˚W q˚
–
ÝÑ Rm ˆ c˚L,
which is also a stratified map, where L is a compact filtered space (possibly empty)
and m ě k. Moreover, h verifies
(14.2) hpRk ˆ twuq Ă Rm ˆ tvu and h´1pRm ˆ tvuq “ Rk ˆ c˚A,
where A is an pm ´ k ´ 1q sphere and v is the apex of the cone c˚L. Now, the
hypothesis and the conclusion of the Proposition become
(14.3) h : H
˚
p
pRm ˆ c˚LzhpRk ˆ twuq;Rq
–
ÝÑ H
˚
p
pRk ˆ c˚W zpRk ˆ twuq;Rq
and
(14.4) h : H
˚
p
pRm ˆ c˚L;Rq
–
ÝÑ H
˚
p
pRk ˆ c˚W ;Rq.
The existence of the homeomorphism (14.1) implies k` s “ m` t, and s ě t, since
m ě k, where s “ dimW and t “ dimL.
The result is clear when s “ ´1. So, we can suppose s ě 0 which implies that
the stratum Rkˆtwu is singular. Since X has no codimension one strata, we indeed
have s ě 1. When t “ ´1 then L “ H , s “ dimA and therefore
H
˚
p
pRk ˆ c˚W ;Rq
p14.2q
– H
˚
p
pRk ˆ c˚A;Rq –p2q H
˚
p
p˚cA;Rq –p3q
"
R if ˚ “ 0
0 if not
– H
˚
p
pRm ˆ c˚L;Rq.
Here, –p2q is Theorem D and –p3q comes from
‚ Theorem E, and
‚ 0 ď pps ` 1q ď tps ` 1q “ s ´ 1 ă dimA since p is a GM-perversity and
s ě 1.
So, we can suppose t ě 0 which implies that the stratum Rm ˆ tvu is singular.
We establish (14.4) in two different cases.
‚ First case: i ą pps` 1q.
Theorem E gives H
i
p
pRk ˆ c˚W ;Rq “ 0 and then we have to prove that
H
i
p
pRm ˆ c˚L;Rq “ 0. Since the stratum Rm ˆ tvu is singular and p is a GM-
perversity then i ą pps`1q ě ppt`1q. Now, Theorem E applied to H
i
p
pRm ˆ c˚L;Rq
gives the result.
‚ Second case : i ď pps` 1q. We have the isomorphisms
H
i
p
pRm ˆ c˚LzhpRk ˆ twuq;Rq –p1q H
i
p
pRk ˆ c˚W zpRk ˆ twuq;Rq –(14.5)
H
i
p
pRk ˆ p˚cW ztwuq;Rq – H
i
p
pRkˆs0, 1rˆW ;Rq –p2q H
i
p
pW ;Rq,
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where –p1q is the hypothesis (14.3) and –p2q is Theorem D. Write hpR
k ˆ twuq “
B ˆ tvu Ă Rm ˆ tvu, with B closed. We obtain a new sequence of isomorphisms
H
i
p
pRm ˆ c˚LzhpRk ˆ twuq,Rm ˆ c˚LzRm ˆ tvu;Rq –(14.6)
H
i
p
ppRm ˆ c˚LqzpB ˆ tvuq,Rm ˆ p˚cLztvuq;Rq –p1q
H
i
p
ppRmzBq ˆ c˚L, pRmzBq ˆ p˚cLztvuq;Rq – H
i
p
ppRmzBq ˆ p˚cL, c˚Lztvuq;Rq –p2q
H
i
p
pRk`1 ˆAˆ p˚cL, c˚Lztvuq;Rq –p3q
H
i
p
p˚cL, c˚Lztvu;Rq ‘H
i´m`1`k
p
p˚cL, c˚Lztvu;Rq.
The isomorphism –p1q is the excision of B ˆ p˚cLztvuq (see Proposition 12.4), –p2q
comes from (14.2) and –p3q from Theorem D and Proposition 11.4. Notice that
Rm ˆ c˚L, c˚L and c˚Lztwu are Fσ-subsets, [26, Exercise 3H], of X
˚ and there-
fore paracompact spaces [26, Theorem 20.12 a),b)]. The hypothesis on i implies
i ´ m ` 1 ` k ď pps ` 1q ´ s ` 1 ` t ď ppt ` 1q ` 1, since p is a GM-perversity.
Then H
i´m`1`k
p
p˚cL, c˚Lztvu;Rq vanishes (see Proposition 12.5). We have proved
that H
i
p
pRm ˆ c˚LzhpRk ˆ twuq,Rm ˆ c˚LzRm ˆ tvu;Rq – H
i
p
p˚cL, c˚Lztvu;Rq. Fi-
nally, from this isomorphism, from the long exact sequence of a pair (12.9) and
from (14.5), we get that H
i
p
pW ;Rq – H
i
p
p˚cL;Rq. Applying Theorem E and The-
orem D we have H
i
p
pRm ˆ c˚L;Rq – H
i
p
p˚cL;Rq – H
i
p
pW ;Rq – H
i
p
p˚cW ;Rq –
H
i
p
pRk ˆ c˚W ;Rq. 
Theorem G. Suppose X is a separable paracompact CS set with no codi-
mension one strata. Let p be a GM -perversity. Then, the intrinsic aggregation
ν : X Ñ X˚ induces an isomorphism H
˚
p
pX ;Rq – H
˚
p
pX˚;Rq. It follows that
H
˚
p
pX ;Rq is independent (up to isomorphism) of the choice of a stratification of
X as CS set with no codimension one strata.
In particular, if X 1 is another CS set with no codimension one strata which is
homeomorphic to X (not necessarily stratified homeomorphic), then H
˚
p
pX ;Rq –
H
˚
p
pX 1;Rq. These p-depending isomorphisms can be chosen to preserve the cup
product.
Proof. We consider the statement: “The intrinsic aggregation ν : X Ñ X˚
induces a quasi-isomorphism” and we prove it by using Proposition 13.2. We verify
the four conditions of this Proposition.
(i) The functor rN˚
p
p´;Rq satisfies Mayer-Vietoris property (see Theorem C).
Notice that we know from [26, Theorem 20.12 b)] thatX˚ is paracompact.
(ii),(iv) Straightforward.
(iii) See Proposition 14.1.
Last statement comes from the fact that ν is a stratified map and Theorem A. 
15. Decomposition of the ordinary cap product.
In this last section, we show how the ordinary cap product factorizes through
the cap product we have defined for the blown-up intersection cohomology. This
result extends the factorization developed in [7, Theorem A].
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Proposition 15.1. Let X be a normal separable paracompact CS set endowed
with two perversities p, p verifying 0 ď p and p ` p ď t. Then, there exists a
commutative diagram
H
˚
pX ;Rq bH
m
pX ;Rq
X //
Φ

H
m´˚
pX ;Rq
H
˚
p
pX ;Rq bH
q
m
pX ;Rq
X //
φ
OO
H
p`p
m´˚
pX ;Rq,
φ
OO
that is, φpΦpαq X ξq “ α X φpξq, for each α P H
˚
pX ;Rq and ξ P H
q
m
pX ;Rq. The
map Φ preserves the Y-product. Moreover, if pp, pq “ p0, tq then Φ and φ can be
chosen isomorphisms.
Proof. Consider the natural inclusions rN˚
0
pX ;Rq ãÑ rN˚
p
pX ;Rq, C
q
˚
pX ;Rq ãÑ
C
t
˚
pX ;Rq and C
p`q
˚
pX ;Rq ãÑ C
t
˚
pX ;Rq. So, it suffices to prove the statement for
pp, qq “ p0, tq (see Remark 6.8).
The complex of singular chains (resp. cochains), with coefficients on R, is de-
noted by S
˚
pX ;Rq (resp. S
˚
pX ;Rq), it computes the ordinary homologyH
˚
pX ;Rq
(resp. ordinary cohomology H
˚
pX ;Rq). We proceed in three steps.
‚ Construction of φ. We consider the inclusion ι : C
t
˚
pX ;Rq ãÑ S
˚
pX ;Rq.
We prove the statement :“The map ι is a quasi-isomorphim” by using [14,
Theorem 5.1.4]. Let us verify the four conditions (1)-(4) of this Theorem.
(1) It is well known that the functor S
˚
p´;Rq verifies the Mayer-Vietoris
property. It has been proven in [5, Proposition 4.1] that the functor
C
t
˚
p´;Rq also verifies Mayer-Vietoris property.
(2) Since the support of chains are compact.
(3) Since
H
˚
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq “ H
0
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq “ R
Normal
“ H
0
pL;Rq
“ H
0
pRi ˆ p˚cLztvuq;Rq
Hyp. p3q
“ H
t
0
pRi ˆ p˚cLztvuq;Rq
[5, Prop. 5.4]
“ H
t
˚
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq
(4) Straightforward.
The differential operator φ is the isomorphism ι˚.
‚ Construction of Φ. Consider the operator F constructed in the proof of
Proposition 13.5 (a) and set Φ “ F˚.
‚ Diagram commutativity. This is a local question. We can consider a
cochain ω P rN˚pXq and a regular simplex σ : ∆Ñ X . We have: φpΦpωqX
σq “ σ˚µ˚ppΦpωqqσ rX r∆q “ σ˚µ˚pµ˚pσ˚ωq rX r∆q Prop.7.5p2q“ σ˚pσ˚ω X
∆q “ ω X σ “ ω X φpσq.

The case q “ 0 corresponds to the decomposition of [7, Theorem A]. If we
work with non positive perversities, we have a decomposition of the cap product as
follows.
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Proposition 15.2. Let X be a separable paracompact CS set endowed with two
perversities p ă 0 and q ă 0. Then, there exists a commutative diagram
H
˚
pX,Σ;Rq bH
m
pXzΣ;Rq
X //
Φ

H
m´˚
pXzΣ;Rq
H
˚
p
pX ;Rq bH
q
m
pX ;Rq
X //
φ
OO
H
p`q
m´˚
pX ;Rq,
φ
OO
that is, φpΦpαqXξq “ αXφpξq, for each α P H
˚
pX,Σ;Rq and ξ P H
q
m
pX ;Rq, where
Φ, φ are isomorphisms and the first one preserves the Y-product .
Proof. We proceed in three steps.
‚ Construction of φ. We prove that the inclusion C
p
˚
pX ;Rq
ι
Ðâ S
˚
pXzΣ, Rq
is a quasi-isomorphim. We proceed as in the previous Proposition. In
fact, the only item to prove is the property (3) of [14, Theorem 5.1.4].
The regular part of Ri ˆ c˚L is Ri ˆ pLzΣLqˆs0,8r. We know that
H˚pR
i ˆ pLzΣLqˆs0,8r;Rq “ H˚pLzΣL;Rq. On the other hand, we have
H
p
˚
pRi ˆ c˚L;Rq “ H˚pLzΣL;Rq (cf. [5, Prop. 5.4]). Since both isomor-
phisms are induced by the canonical projection then we get (3). The map
φ is the isomorphism ι˚.
‚ Construction of Φ. Consider the operator F constructed in the proof of
Proposition 13.5 (b) and set Φ “ F˚.
‚ Diagram commutativity. As in the previous Proposition.

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